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After Eighteen Years, Protests
Await His Plea For Parole
There was strong talk when
farmer Clayton Lippard shot and
killed three good friends in West
Tennessee in September, 1942.
Lippard has been a model prisoner for nearly 18 years, but
there is strong talk in West Tennessee again as the state Pardons
and Paroles Board considers Lipoard's plea for parole. It met on
Wednesday of this week.
The case has brought bitter
disputes. It has even divided Lippani's own family.
One of his daughters who nipPorts his bid for parole was not
invited M stay with her grand•
when she recently visited
On Colanbis. Thum The grand Weft and genre insist Lanord
am* be hot la prism. Thay may
eat and the widows of his three
•
bar far their lives if Lipwed. IICFN Si, is reissoad.
Lippard says than is nothing
fur them So fear. Kn. Finer flowers, one of his moven children. told
the Pardons and Pandas Board
July I she wasn't etraid of what
Ullitherd might do, if paroled, but
what Ids ataidie adlibt *7 to
en
in Mina

NMI MIMI IWO be be paroled to
beg heat ile the Maityland auWIN fig WasidairtonLãbra bee become•registerUnder the conditions,
UMW never Minn to
Sliaampeen
ie plea has mot a seilld7
dimeast of appointee Irma
OW. Coinsti .1118661te whip recsfl
morning at lifipt 27. lbas
/Masa drink drove Lippard to klfl
ono ease—two of them sheriffs
donstles--in a 60-minute shooting
11111.1411.
it was before dawn when Lippard. then 33. went to his Wawa'
home to me his wife who had left
him In an argument and taken
their children with her.
Mrs. A. W. Roddy, Lippard's
mother-in-law, refused to let him
in She called for help.
Dawson Tucker, a storekeeper
who lived nearby, came first. Lippant. whom Tucker counted "a
good friend," killed Tucker with

t

one pistol shot.
Within an hour sheriff's deputies John Wright and Calvin Lee
also lay dead. Lippard's parents
said they hid in a closet after they
saw their son cut down Lee with
a shotgun blast.
Lippard's
mother eventually
disarmed him and Lippard. when
arrested, was dazed.
At his Dyer County trial he said
he could not recall the shootings
because days of drinking had crippled his mind. He was found guilty
of first-degree murder and sentenced to 99 years.
After he served as a trusty at
Fort Pillow prison from 1944 to
1950, he was recommended last
year for executive clemency.
Gov. Buford Ellington this April
commuted Lippard's reckless to
life, making him eligible for parole.
Maryland officials have giVen
two at Itppisrdb daughters, Mrs.
rowers and Mrs. Devout I. Malcom."outstanding Parole mono
and hays accepted Liapard for parole"
Charles Crowe secretary 01
the
Clinseassa ow Peps *sew
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Out-Of-State Veterans Hurt
Own Cause, Gov. Bert Combs Says
Gov. Bert Combs said Monday
elf-styled leaden of out-of-state
veterans groups "do the veterans
a disservice and hurt their own
cause when they permit theesselyes to be used by demagogues for
selfish political purpoees."
The governor made the statement after learning that a group
at out-of-state Kentucky veterans,
smelting a state bonus, agreed to
Support Republican Sen. John
Sherman Cooper for re-election.
his (moment is former Gov. Keen
Johann.
Combs said it smy be sisesieselli
tbse state San. Nick Johnnie gt
Ithrlisionems moire at the aisoliet
aid Jobb A. Brown of Cdumbus,
Ohio, who called Se mostbag. are

Microfilm Centelentucky
Enlversity of K
Lexington, Ky.

Republicans.
Nick Johnson reportedly told
the gathering that these veterans
should write their Kentucky relatives, urging them to back Cooper.
Combs claimed that "Nick Johnson cares nothing for the veterans.
He is willing
sacrifice Kentwines intermit
order to help
hIspedf."
Vick Johnson
unavailable
for comment.
The governor Mid he neither expects nor dementatty credit "bemuse a bonus
be paid during
my
Be added that
"if all Kentucky
-stabs veterans would only
rate by Sl,
.
ing their
final disposition at *a
question can
he node in be
future."
•

•

Jimmy Young,&weedsBillif
AsPresident OfFulton Jaycees
Bill Warren. President-elect at
the Junior Chamber of Commerce
tor 1060, resigned at a special milled board meeting Friday night to
accept a promotion with the Commonwealth Life Insurance Company. Mr. Warren. winner of this
year's election, stated his regret to
step down from such an honorary
position but will be transferred to
Paducah, in the near future to accept a staff position. MX. Warren
and family will move sometime in
August.
James (Jim) Young, charter
member and long recognized leader of the Fulton Junior Chamber
of Commerce, was elected to suc-
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Combs Says School System Will
Fail Unless Charter Is Changed
Gov. Bert Combs predicted Tuesday Kentucky's effective until after a constitution,
entire public education program will collapse unless al convention—probably in 1963.
The public hearing _Tuesday we
salary limits in the present Constitution are changed.
designed to hear persons both foi
He cited the salary limits as probably the most im- and against a convention. But
portant phase in a program to gain approval of a call there were no dissenting speakers
as individuals representing labor,
for a constitutional convention.
education, the League of Women
Combs told a public hearing called by the constitu- Voters and the medical profession
tional revision committee: "The entire educational pro- told the committee they endorsed
a revision of the document.
gram of Kentucky must collapse, as I see it if the salary
Combs spoke briefly, saying be
limits are left on."
"merely wanted to re-emphasize
my belief in the importance of this
The Court of Appeals has ruled take enact until next January. program to the
future of Kenlocal officers and employes may There is a possibility, however, tucky."
not be paid more than $7,200 a that if the people approve a call
He said two major points should
year and state workers are limited for constitutional convention in be brought
out. One is that thy
to 612,000 a year.
the November election the court convention will be asked to
revise
The court's decision will not may withhold making its ruling only 12 acres of
the Constitution.
The other is that the people will
have a chance to vote their approval or diessproval of the convention's work.

CropsIn WestKentucky
Are Again HitBy Drought

Mrs. Westpheling's
Father Dies
Wednesday Naming

osed Mr. Warren. Jim helped or- pointed Gene
Arnold to fill
weased the chapter here and was James Butts
as Director of
sleeted the First Vice President in the local Club.
For the second time this year
Again rain is the big factor. If
also employLOU. Since that time he has ser- ed by Friendly
Inc. mov- West Kentucky's crops are badly the 111Mi gets a good amount of
ved as Director, Secretary, and ed to Fulton
John Serie of Clarksdale,
precipitation soon all may be well,
8 months ago needing rain.
again as Vice President. He was from Brucetonecil
If present conditions continue, but should the elements hold back, Mks., father at Mrs. Paul West,aniessee. He and
&leans or Fulani, died Wednesselected as "Key Man of the Year" his wife, Doris Wee
two children, and there is every reason to be- the area may be in for crop trouday morning about le o'clock.
in 1969 and was an important fac- Allen, age 4, and
lark age 1. His lieve they will, farmers may feel bles.
tor in the Fulton Club being se- untiring devotion
Mr. Serbe became critically Ill
Off-and-on rainfall has caused
to the Club since the strain come payday this fall.
lected as the No. 1 club in the joining inspired
a few days ago and had been a
the Board to ap- However, this is not the time to the grass problem.
State of Kentucky.
After the area went without patient in the Clarksdaie Hospoint him to this position.
push the panic button because the
Mr. Young moved to Fulton
A spokesman for the Club ex- condition is spotted across the area rain for about a month earlier, pital in Clarksdale, Miss. He weal
from Union City, some four years pressed his thanks to all local with some crops booming while rain fell so steadily that farmers advanced in age and had been in
ago to accept a position with merchants and residents for their others are staggering under the were unable to tend their crops declining health.
Mn. Westpheling. who has
Friendly Finance, Inc. He is now wonderful cooperation and assured blistering sum
and the grass got a foothold.
been attending the National
the manager of the branch office the local people that
Farmers
have
been
fighting
a
winThe
long-range forecast through
every effort
Democratic Convention in Les
in Fulton. Jim is a member of the will be made by the club to better Saturday
calls for precipitation ning battle against this, but the Angeles, had received
the word
Lions Club, Chamber of Commerce the Community in every way
struggle
is
not
over
yet.
pos- totaling only onehalf to threeand a teacher in the young peo- sible for the coming year.
Only the weatherman, who now of her father's illness, and startquarters of an inch in scattered
ples department of the First Bapcan forcast ed home Tuesday morning.
afternoon and evening thunder- seems unfriendly,
Wednesday she was due to be
tist Church. He is married to the
what is ahead for farmers at this
showers.
in Denver and Colorado Springs,
former Faye Cloys of Union City,
stage.
Corn planted early is coming
and has two children. Mike. age
While the recent cool nights Colo., and word was sent to the
along fine, but would be helped
six and Janet, age 4. They reside
have
been nice for sleeping and Scoot Jamboree location, where
by rain.
her sae, R. Paul Is at present
on Marilyn Street in South Fulton
Late corn though is suffering for a few crops, including soy Also,
the local police called the
Mr. Young states a program outfrom drought as well as grass. beans and corn, warmer and more
Colorado police to help in locatlined to again place Fulton on top
Like other crops, including soy moist nights would give a big lift ing
Mrs. Westpheling and notify'
in the parade of Cities, will be folbeans, late corn was in no condi- to burley tobacco.
log her of her father's death.
lowed this year. Such projects as
Boy Scouts from the Four Riven tion to be cultivated during the
Funeral arrangements are in
the Talent Show, Turkey Shoot, Council
left Fulton early Monday heavy rains last month, and the
until Mrs. Westpheling
Community Development Survey, enroute
to Colorado Springs and grass is taking over.
receives the word.
Radio Telethon (Xmas Baskets). the
National Boy Scout Jamboree.
Like corn, early soy beans are
Mr. Serbe leaves several chilSHOWN ABOVE, left to right are: Charles Templeton Bennett. 4mos.. Beauty Revue, Religious activities.
The Scouts and their parents doing well now, but beans planted
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles F'. Bennett. Route 3, South
dren and grandchildren. His wife
Fel- Boss's awards and various others were guests at the City Park Sun- later are running into trouble.
ton. Teen.; James F.. Lawson. Jr.. 1 1 1, and Ladonna Carole Lawson, will be on the agenda for
died a few months ago.
the year. day night for a picnic supper furTobacco is very spotted with
411. are the children of Mr. and Mrs. James F.. Lawson. Highland
The Jackson Purchase Artificial
s,
In talking with Mr. Young we nished by mothers of the
Felton, KY.
Fulton plants ranging in height from Breeders Association composed
IT'S A GIRL
of
quote "This is a tremendous un- Scouts.
four to five inches to waist high cattlemen from
Charles is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Bennett
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Roberts of
Fulton, Hickman,
of Fulton dertaking and a
and Mrs. Ora Templeton of Martin.
position that
The group gathered about a in the same fields. The uneven
makes one feel very humble. Any :arge bonfire for songs and intro- crop also is hard to keep clean Carlisle, and Obion counties held Paducah are the proud parents of
Jimmy and Ladonna are the grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank
their annual meeting at the Fulton a seven pound daughter, born
success I have achieved belongs to duction of leaders.
Allen of Fulton and Mrs. Mable Lawson of Felton.
and needs a rain. At present, this City
Park Wednesday. July 20th. Sunday, July 10. at Riverside hos—
the loyal efforts extended by the
Albert Wilson. Mayfield was in- year's crop may run as much as 50
The
Fulton Chamber of Com- pital in Paducah.
Club members and the time I have troduced to the group
and an- our cent below the normal season
Mrs. Roberts is the former Marmerce's agricultural
been so generously awarded by nounced a gift of several
committee
productio
n.
hundred
lene Wilson of Pierce.
my Employer.
pencils and neckerchiefs had been
In the southwest portion of the sponsored a dairy show at 1:00
p. m. for Brown Swiss, Guernsey,
James 0. Butts, Sales Manager especially prepared for the
rrs A BOY
Scouts state, and northwestern areas of Jersey,
and Holstein females that
for the Harvey Caldwell Company by Curlee Clothing Co.
Tennessee; the cotton crop also is
Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Hoffman
have
been
bred
KABA.
accepted
by
The of
the position of Internal
Parents of the Scouts were pre- running below normal. In most
Versailles, Indiana are the
Commissioner of Welfare Carlos plan a two-day workshop to be atshow committee was composed of
Vice President succeeding Mr. sented with packets of
bluegrass cases the cotton stand is not good.
proud parents of a six pound,
S. Oakley today outlined the pro- tended by board members and the
Dewey
Johnson,
chairman
Young.
of
the
James
Directors
seed,
another
Cotton
of
curtesy
yields
Mental
are
of
charter
Retardation
Ferry-Morse Seed
bound to be bethirteen ounce son, born July 9, at
gram of the new division of MenFulton Chamber of Commerce
member of the Club and holder of Co. of Mayfield. The
Siegel Com- low normal.
Versailles.
tal Retardation being set up in his Divisions from four other states. many
agricultu
committe
re
along
e,
with
awards and officers in the pany presented the Scouts with
One bright picture is the peach
Mrs. Hoffman is the former BetDepartment.
Campbell
and
Marion
ChamJoe
Local and State Organization will neckerchiefs.
and apple crops which are zoomAnn Davis of Fulton.
ty
The new Division, which will
pion.
serve as the leader on all InterThe benediction was pronounc- ing along at above average paces.
give aid to an estimated 12,000
nal affairs of the Club. Mr. Butts ed, followed by taps and the
Harvesti
ng
of
the
main
peach crop
simulmentally retarded childsen in
is married to the former Patsy taneous lighting of a
circle of should start within the next two
Kentucky, is part of a Welfare deKillebrew of Fulton. They have flares. The group then posed
for weeks.
partment expansion financed by
one daughter, Kathy. nine-months pictures.
Overall the farm picture is not
the state's new revenue program,
old, and reside at 208 Thedford
The Scouts then boarded two good because of the lack of rain.
A court of inquiry into the cirIncluding the sales tax. It was auStreet in Fulton. James is also special coaches reserved
for Scout It is generally felt that this year's
thorized by the 1960 General As- cumstances surrounding the death State Chairman of
harvest in the area's combined
Religious Ac- Troops 64 and 65.
of Mrs. Ronalta Henderson failed
sembly.
tivities for the State of Kentucky.
The group arrived in St Louis crops will be as poor as 20 to 30
to disclose any evidence to indiThe Board continuing to act, ap- early Monday where they
Oakley said the Division's pro- cate
foul play.
break- per cent behind last year, with
gram of education and training
fasted before changing trains for only small grain, such as wheat,
Mrs. Henderson was killed in RADAR STATION CANCEL
LED
will insure a mentally retarded her
generally expected to run ahead
Colorado Springs.
home near Fulgham recently
The on-again, off-again plans
_ KENTUCKY'S COMMISSIONER OF REVENUE
child of being developed to his full when
of the 1959 yield.
a .22 rifle in the hands for the construction for an
CHAIN AND ANCHOR
Adcapacity with possibilities of his of
Hay
crops
are
suffering and will
her husband, the Rev. Ira Hen- vanced Aircraft Radar
If he desires?
rie huge chain and anchor with probably fall behind
Warning
being returned to his own home or derson,
Q. Where Kentucky individual
last year's
pastor of the Crutchfield station just east of Union City which
A. Yes. He may aotiorb the tax
Confederates blocked the sub-par harvest.
community. The Division's pro- Baptist
income taxes reduced as a result
Church. discharged and have been cancelled by the Air Mississip
although he is not permitted to adpi River to turn back
gram of custodial care and treat- the
of the Sales and Use Tax Law?
bullet struck her behind the Force but Sen. Estes Kefauver
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER
in- Union gunboats is the main point
ment will insure the child lifetime left ear
A Yes. The Income Surtax was vertise that he Is doing so.
while she was preparing formed The Afesserniter today
Kentucky's new deputy com- repealed and the credit
Q. What major groups of sales
he of interest of Columbus Belmont
care and protection.
for persupper
has asked that the cancellation be State Park in western Kentucky
are not taxable?
missioner of welfare is Marshall sonal exemption was
The Division's program will also
.
increased
Hickman County Judge E. H. held in abeyance
E. Swain of Frankfort. Appointed from $1300 to $2000
A. Non-taxable sales include:
until Congress
include these areas:
effective JanPadgett, who conducted the in- reconvenes in August.
LAW BOOKS ADDED
by Welfare Commissioner Carlos uary 1, 1961.
1. Property which will be resold.
1. Development of community quiry.
said that he called HenderOf special importance to the Oakley, Swain had served as di2. Sales of property to be deresources.
Q. Does the permit holder reson to his office and explained to
BRO. LAIDA RETURNS
University of Kentucky College of rector of staff services in the
livered by the seller outside Ken2. Assistance in the development him the
State
ceive
any
compensa
tion
for
his
The Rev. John Laida, pastor of Law last year was the addition
purpose of the inquiry was
tucky, for use outside Kentucky.
to Department of,., Welfare, Frank- services in reporting and
of parent counseling centers, vo- to gather
remitting
evidence on how Mrs. the First Baptist Church, has re- the Law Library staff of a full- fort, for the last
3. Sales which are specifically
six
cational services and diagnostic Henderso
months.
He'
the
tax?
turned to Fulton after a tour of time cataloguer, and the preparin was
n come to her death.
director of finance for the
g
gasoline,
clinic facilities and services.
A. Yes. The permit holder is al- non-taxable including
Judge Padgett said that he ad- South America. He spoke of his of plans to permit the orderly
feed, seed, fertilizer, real estate,
State Department of Education lowed to retain 2% of
3. Advising local and state agen- vised
the tax and
Henderson that he need not interesting trip at the morning shelving of some 1,500 to 1,800 for the previous
services.
two years. Swain found to be due on the return.
cies as to the needs of the mental- make
any statement, sworn or on- service July 10.
additional volumes.
Q. Are "occasional sales" subject
is a native of Owensboro.
ly retarded.
Q.
May
a
retailer
absorb
the
tax to the tax?
sworn, but that the court was open
4. Fostering interdepartmental to
receive any statements or testiA. No. "Occasional sales, gencooperation among the state agen- mony
he cared to give.
erally defined as two or less sales
cies responsible for the provision
Henderson elected to be sworn
per year, may be made without
of services to the mentally retard- and
to make a deposition. The
the holding of a permit or the coled.
By Wayne Anderson
contents of the deposition were not
lection of the tax.
pletely renovate the existing struc- building will be a colonial front to
"The Division may enter into cothe more spacious quarters on
disclosed, but it has been learned
When completed in September, ture.
Q. Will utilities be subject to adoperative agreements with public
including
a
30-foot
wide
entrance
Paschall Street. The city's growth
that in his statements Henderson the enlarged and remodeled South
ditional
tax as a result of the
or private agencies operating fa- detailed
porch
with
The
work
large
now in progress will
wooden columns rate was such that shortly addithe events leading up to Fulton city hall will represent one
Sales and Use Tax/
cilities for the care, treatment and his
tional space was again needed, and
of the most outstanding of the provide a 27 by 46 foot addition to and wrought-iron railings.
wife's death.
A. No. Although the sales tax
training of the mentally retarded,"
The engineering firm's estimate the South Fulton Boosters Club will
city's many recent civic improve- the south side of the city hall to
apply to these sales, the 3%
Oakley said.
house
offices
for
STUDY MIAMI
the
mayor,
built
of
the
city
an
cost
of
the work is $20,000,
addition to the rear of the gross utilities
ments.
has been taken off.
In a meeting at the South FulThe initial staff of the new diclerk,
and
police
departme
nt, and but South Fulton Mayor Milton structure.
The present structure has long
Q. Are charges for repair work
vision will be a Director and two ton city ball last week, the Bigger, since proven too small to serve the a general office for the water, gas, Counce is confident that it can be
Today, still more space is need- on automobiles taxable?
assistants.
Better, and More Beautiful South needs of the rapidly growing City and light departments, each with completed for only $15.000.
ed to give the citizens of South
A. Labor charges are not taxab' •
The Division will benefit from Fulton Committee studied means of South Fulton, making some its own service window. On the
The offices of the city were Fulton the service they deserve. if charged separately on the
Inthe counsel of a five-member Men- of _remedying the confusion now course of action mandatory. The lower level will be space for gas, housed
in a building on East State After the current enlargement, in- voice or statement. Only parts
and
tal Retardation Board. The mem- exhaling among South Fulton's original proposal was to buy addi- water, and electric work areas, and Line across
from the Browder Mill terior renovation, and exterior re- materials are taxable.
bers have been discussing long- street names, and prepared recom- tional land and construct a com- separate jail cells for men and from the time
South Fulton was modeling, the city hall will be
Q. Is the sale of new molar verange plans for additional custod- mendaUoiu to be made to the city pletely new building, but the final women.
incorporated in 1909 until Novem- virtually a new building, and at hicles subject to the
sales tax?
ial and training space. They also council at its August meeting.
decision was to enlarge and cornExtending across the entire ber 1950 when they were moved only a fraction of the cost.
A. No.

Four Rivers Boy
Scouts Leave .
For Jemboree

Meeting - Show
Held Wednesday

Outlined Program Of New Division
Of Menial Retardation Being Set Up

Henderson Inquiry
Reveals No Evidence
Of Any Foul Play

ANSWERS
TO YOUR TAX
QUESTIONS
BY WILLIAM E. SCENT

Work On South Fullon City Hall Gets Underway

Kentucky No Longer "Happy Hunting Ground"
Kentucky has been known since
pioneer days by a variety of colorful
nicknames, such as the Great Meadow, the Dark and Bloody Ground,
the Happy Hunting Ground and perhaps one or two other more obscure
titles.
Although this fair Commonwealth in more recent years has not been
known as a hunter's paradise, the
name,"The Happy Hunting Ground,"
has still remained highly appropriate.
For, even though the bear, the wild
turkey and the deer were not here to
be stalked by the hunter, a new kind
of nimrod found this good hunting.
Kentucky has for years now been
Hunting Ground for those
Happy
the
from other states who were looking
for teachers needed for the staffing of
their schools. We mourn the passing
of the game which abounded in this
state and the fact that no longer do
men speak in reverential.tones wherever sportsmen gather of the Kaintuck and its hunting. But we rejoice
that the state is no longer the Happy
Hunting Ground for those "raiding
parties" from other states who come
to lure away teachers, born and bred
in this state and educated in Kentucky colleges at heavy public expense.
The change in the Kentucky
"hunting" situation is described in the
following from "The Report Card," a
newsletter published by the Ohio Education Association:
"No Hunting"—The lushest hunting grounds that Ohio superintendents have ever known lie just across
the Ohio River in the hills of Kentucky and West Virginia. For more
than a decade the recruiters have
brought back to Ohio school systems
a steady stream of teachers.
Last year Kentucky supplied
Ohio with more teachers than any
other state, 17% of all out-of-state
teachers attracted to Ohio. The corn-

bined bag from Kentucky and West
Virginia yielded a whopping 30' v of
tne total. During the past 10 years, the
two states furnished Ohio with 8,482
teachers.
Ohio superintendents have been
aided and abetted handsomely by the
Kentucky and West Virginia legislatures which never quite gasped the
fact that their states were being bled
white of teacher talent.(Ohio systems
hired 194 Kentucky teachers in 1950,
689 in 1959).
Today the "No Hunting" signs are
going up in Kentucky. Governor Bert
Combs and the Kentucky legislature
have mapped out a dramatic aboutface for education in Kentucy.
Next fall teachers in the top three
training grades will receive $900
salary increases (and $200 next year).
Increases in lower categories will be
$300 to $400. Not only will the new
salary levels substantially hike the
state's dismally low ($3,475) average
salary but make it much more difficult to lure teachers out of Kentucky.
So far as Bert Combs is concerned, the pay increases are merely a
first step. His goal is to bring the average Kentucky teacher salary up to the
national average (now $5,160) in four
years.
The legislature hiked state school
support under the minimum foundation program by 35%, raising the annual appropriation from $63 million
to $98 million. State funds now will
pay considerably more than the former 50% of the cost of Kentucky education.
Money for Kentucky's steppedup school program will come from a
new three per cent sales tax, expected
to produce $60 million (and $50 million will be used to increase public
and higher education appropriations)."

FROM THE FTLES:-

14.

Superintendent
School
State
cal conquering of space seem
Counchildish. The puny little barriers— Wendell Butler told Fulton
Earl
creeks and small hills and swamps ty School Board Chairman
received
—of other times seem silly now as Taylor that if information
having divided people into tight in his office is correct J. C. Mcof
little groups that were jealous and Clellan is no longer Supervisor
fearful of the wicked world out- Instruction. He apparently was reside. The Ohio River was a real ferring to the fact that McClellan's
barrier for generations but is now contract expired June 30 and has

Fulton Farr Grounds, Aug. 22 to
24, and there is every indication
that the show will be the finest exhibition of its kind every staged in

Miss Tommie Nell Gates was
hostess to her bridge club Friday
night at her home on Central Ave-

no more than a spring branch. But not been renewed.
an actual
that
The matter of McCiellan's conit seems pitiful
spring branch separated jtist as tract was brought up at the July 1
good people as did the Ohio River. meeting. The members voted for

this section.

nue, entertaining three

Turning Back The Clock-July it, 1940
Plans are shaping up nicely for
the Livestock and Poultry Exposition scheduled to be held at the

Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
judging
ai 1954 Kentucky Press Association
Mention to
Cm Second place in 1069 and Honorable
Sticceqcor of various weekly papers in Ful1880.
Inn. the firFt of which was founded in
add rein
•MIr as ,11 rn,•11 (subeertrittcmn change of Ktraturidre
Perms 3579 to Post Office Box 416 Fulton.
Published Every Thursday of The Tear
Amostattou
A mewiber of the Birmtucky Press
Farm Bureau
A member *1 the Fatten County
Subscription Rates. 93.00 per year in Fulton
Rickman. Graves Counties. Ky., and °hien
Counties. Tenn. Elsewhere
Weakley
and
throughout the United States $4.00 per year.
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ton, were

On Sunday, July 28, the employes of the Illlnois Central System and their families will hold
their annual picnic
outing in Bluforci.

Sunday, July

married

tables of

and

all-day

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Peeples
spent last weekend in Gulfport,
Miss. While there they went on a
deep-set fishing trip, as the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Fortenbech
of Louisville.

Funeral services for
Ed
R.
Jonakin, who died at his home in
the Shady Grove community Friday morning, were conducted at
the White and Ransom
Funeral

Mrs. I. M. Jones and son, Ivan,
are spending the week in Memphis
the guests of her aunt, Mrs. J. C.

Home in Union City at 3 Monday
afternoon.

Davis.
Miss Martha Moore left yesterday for Lexington, Ky., where she

Miss Elizabeth Sinclair, daugh-

will attend a sorority camp.

When the feud was on between
city and country, Fidelity seemed
out-of-the-way and odd, for it certainly had few of the so-called

McClellan to turn in the keys of
his office to Robert L. Summers
who began serving as superintendent that day.

modern conveniences. With modern farming methods and prosperity, many of the county-seat peowell-fixed
ple are infinitely leas
than are folks of their same social

worrisome thing about all this
change is that many people of my
own age have refused to accept
time and its work and still feel
stripe at Fidelity. It used to be •
that what used to be was divine,
thing to boast about when there
while what now is, is wicked or at
were dim street lights in the town,
least questionable. Just as I ocfearfully
the
with
as contrasted
casionally find some dear old soul
dark ways in the country; the farwho does not know that the Civil
mer now has at his barn brighter
War is over, I also find some who
lights than used to shine dirtily at
still talk as if they had never been
the street corners of the county
s old
'
TV jump farther away from GrandP0P
seat. And radio and
Latin than over to the line fence.
across spaces that used to separate
the city slicker and the clodhopper
as if these.forces had never heard
tell of human snootiness. The only

around town with
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Ouida Jewell
I have some of the nicest young
friends, gifted writers, who are always helping me out
with my
work. One of these is Wayne Anderson. Last week Wayne came by
and asked if I would like for him
to write a

—Floyd County Times

Why Do Our Gifts Breed Enemies??

I PAUL and JOHANNA M WESTPHEL1NG
Editors srnd Publishers

ter of Mrs. B. A. Sinclair of Fulton
and Tommie Forehand. son of Mr.
and Mrs. T. A. Forehand of Ful-

players.

BERMONETTE OF THE WEEX

By J. Edgar Hoover, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
The morals of America are attacked today by a force which will
spare no home or community in its
pursuit of illegal profits.
I am speaking of the base individuals who spread obscene literature
across our land through films, decks
of playing cards, photographs, "comic" books, lewd magazines, paperback
books and other pornographic products. These forms of obscenity
threaten our Nation and its richest
treasure—our young people.
WHILE OUR SCHOOLS, churches and youth organizations conscientiously strive to improve the morals
and thinking of our young citizens,
forces of evil are working on the other
side of the fence to contaminate all
that we hold decent.
Our young people are literally
bombarded with vulgar motion picture advertisements in some newspapers. Certain movies have too often
made good on the sensational promises in the advertisements.
Profanity and violence are the
main ingredients of more and more
screen offerings. A few television producers, too, sometimes break through
the veil of decency as if some of them
were trying to see just how much the
public will stand.
DRUGSTORES and "sweetshops" — pleasant meeting places for
past generations— now display publiTHE FTJLTON COUNTY NEWS

1

Butler Says
McClellan Out.

exertion of the legs could bring
two souls any nearer together. I
am wondering whether we are yet
aware of the coming together of
minds that makes the mere physi-

cations which a few years ago would
have a place in only the bawdiest
gathering places. These signs of decay, tolerated by adults, cannot help
but debase the thinking of our impressionable teenagers.
In 1957 there were nearly eight
forcible rapes per 100,000 inhabitants
in the United States. In 1958 this figure increased ten and one-half percent, a forcible rape every 36 minutes!
This truly shocking and shameful
state of affairs is made even worse by
the knowledge that sex crimes and
obscene and vulgar literature often go
hand in hand.
THE TIME for half-hearted action against dealers in depravity is
past. If we are to survive morally,
Americans must search within themselves for the answers to these questions: Have local government authorities investigated to make sure that
laws against smut salesmen in their
communities are strong enough? Is
the public outcry loud enough to impress local judges with the need of
sentencing filth peddlers to maximum
terms? Are community and civic
groups cooperating with law enforcement authorities in fighting this debasing blight?
ABOVE ALL, are we teaching
our youngsters habits and beliefs
which will arm them against the
tainted temptations of muck merchants?
LOVE
What is love? It's when you don't
give a thought for all the if's and
want - to's in the world.-Eugene O'Neil
Love, like the burning bush that
Moses saw, is always burning and
never consumed
—Johannes Tauler
Divine Love always has met and
always will meet every human need.
—Mary Baker Eddy
True love makes our ideal brighter and our purpose stronger.
—Ernest Dimnet

articles for the
was delighted for

him to do.
Wayne will be leaving in the fall
for college, where he may major
In journalism.
Have you been listening to Miss
Ella Doyle over WFUL lately. She
is working this summer out at the

Paducah, Lealleteky

Mich.

A little bird told us that Mrs.

April.
March
or
Would have called up Mn. Reed
to verify the information, but she
Is so publicity
shy, I
hesitated

to Europe in

about calling.
Paul came home over the weekend from Camp Breckirriidge to
get R. Paul off to the Scout Jam-

esting.

boree in Colorado. then returned
to camp Sunday night. He will be

Was so sorry to hear about the
resignation of the Rev. Charles
Roe as pastor of the Find Christian Church here. I understand that
he has accepted the pastorate of

gone all this week, returning home

the Russellville, Ky. church. Rev.
Roe is an ideal _preacher and a
very fine man. We all will miss
very
wife
him and his lovely

either Friday or Saturday. They
were due to drive to San Francisco
Monday morning and then head

much. but wish them success and
happiness at Russellville.

planned

contributed
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Reed. Fulton's gifted
Clarence
writer, plans to thigh her book by
March and that she will he going

station and has her own program
in the afternoon. She is very good
and her programs are very inter-

Have you

Mary Nell and Mrs. Ual Killebrew
Fulton
probably arrive in

will

homeward Tuesday morning. They
to
stop
by
Colorado
Springs, where the Jamboree is
being held for a visit with R. Paul,

South Fulton Athletic Stadium. I
understand that the Booster Club,
sponsor of the project, needs considerable more donations. Why not
go by and leave a donation today
Fulton
with Ray Terrell at the

before coming on to Fulton.
Ever so often I like to hand out
a bouquet of roses to some deserving person. This week, it goes to
Dr. Glynn Bushart! In my book,
he is a very fine doctor and an

Bank.
TVA poles
Fcr the past week
have been going up on the Martin

equally fine gentlemen. The thing
for which I admire him the most,
is that over over the years, when
have had to call him when my

Highway in South Fulton.

mother, or some of our roomers
were ill. even though it might be

work on the
The
excavating
new addition to the South Fulton
City Hall got underway last week.

at night, he has never hestitated
about answering the call.
To me, he is all a fine doctor and
gentleman should be.

Saw

young Mitch

Mitchell the
We received a picture of Mr. and

other day and he informed us that
he was going to be the newspaper

Mrs. Guthery

correspondent for the local boys
attending the Boy Scout Jamboree

with the following cutlines:
Day' at
the
"The 'Couple of

in Colorado. The 24 boys and their
leaders from here !eft for the Jamboree over the weekend. We are

Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin are Mr

expecting some fine reports back
from young

Mitchell, which we
will run each week in The News.
Had a nice letter a few days ago

Luther of

Fulton

and Mrs. Guthery Luther of Fulis
ton, Kentucky. The couple
spending their bacation at Wisconsin's popular vacation-land. They
are pictured above on the bow of
the launch Chicagoan in the lower
Dells of the Wisconsin river."

TIDBITS
"WHAT IS REMOTE?'
In the earlier days of this column I often mentioned Fidelity as
remote, and, in the days I was
writing about, it was just that, if
remote means away from things,
not on the through routes, or tucked off in a corner. Geographically,
It is still tucked away in a corner,
with embayments of Kentucky
Lake on two sides and the lake
Itself on another. And it is not on a
through route, either, so far as
my immediate area is concerned:
when you go in and come to the
lake, you turn around and come
back; Ky 444 is a dead-end road.
But the other ideas of remoteness
no longer apply to Fidelity or to
any other such village. The blacktopped state highway furnishes an
all-season road out, unlike the
dust in summer and hub-deep mud
In winter that I recall all too plainly. The mail comes through every
day. just as it began to do before
I left home more than a half cenUnion
tury ago. Where the old
Church used to stand is Fidelity
High, an educational center hardly dreamed of when I was even
grown and a mere fantasy when I
was born. R. E. A., though long
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next Sunday morning.
I understand that Jo, Mary Jo,

to the

THURSDAY. .11.17 21

CHANNEL 6

Her address is Miss Janice Davis,
2635 Deviate Dr.. Highland, R R.

few

paper. This I
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from Mies Janice nevi
. She seems
,
to be having fun up in Michigan.

I,

CHANNEL 12
Cape Girardeau.

delayed, penetrates what used to
be the remote hills hollows of the
Fidelity neighborhood, just as it
goes to Podunk and Possum Hollow. If I, as a wandering boy, took
a notion to go back, instead of a
lamp burning in the window, the
electric lights would be as bright
as they are anywhere else unless
they had been dimmed so the TV
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would appear brighter. Instead of
telephoning across the creek or,
through the local central of my

at Fidelity, you can stand
in your own house and talk to the
ends of the earth, just as in the
great centers of population. What
Is remote, then? Certainly, with all
these modern inventions: highways, high schools, electricity,
modern conveniences—Fidelity is
astonishingly like everything else.
And, thanks to all of them, especially the school there, ideas

last days

have flowed in from everywhere;
girls live all
Fidelity boys and
write home
over the world and
places as
remote
from actually
casually as we used to write to our
relatives in Middle Tennessee, a
few miles below Nashville.
Thoreau, in his impressive way,
said that he had found thit no
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Clellan. Sunday guests of Mrs. McROCK SPRING NEWS Page 3
Clellan were Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
The Fulton News, Thursday, July 21, 19611
By Nettle Lee Cepa.
McClellan and son, Bobby, Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. McClellan and Mrs. Roy
Wade.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brown and
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and
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many notables were entertained, with Brown, and the abolitionist, Maxie* and Oasirel America in a
Jimmy Lowry, Mrs. John Schincluding the French botanist to show his thanks, had willed new Ceefedersey. (Bame it or
werdt, Glenda Bone, C. D. Edfe Prost
end after the war
Michaux, and the royal travelers. Avis one of his pistols and a set, It use
wards; July 28: Mrs. J. C. HanV2 Pint
Louis Philippe and his brothers. Sharps rifle. The Sharps rifle was started between the North and the cock.
$1.55
to be used by Avis's on, James, South, the K. G. C.. a morel socieduring Civil War fighting. At Fall- ty, would be the strongest in the
LIMB KATI•PARTY
ear Favorite Ihrressgem ing Waters, the boy was almost 'Northwest" stake. Indiana and
Osesplete Line
killed while using that same gun Ohio.)
against Union troops. In June of
In 1860, Chicago had a populaRearing Aid Batteries
MELLOW-MASH
1861, even before the Battle of tion of 150,000 and was still growDuall hakes of hearing aids!
ing.
It
was
reported
that
the
Bull Run, young Avis was in a
sall sour Hearing Aid Mewl,
small Confederate detachment at- buque, Iowa, lead region had
11°1
mat at your first opportunity
tacking a force of Union men who yielded 4,300.000 lbs. of lead durThe Greatest American Whiskey
had crossed the Potomac from ing seven months. At that time
CITY DRUG CO.
Maryland into Virginia. Avis was lead was selling for $30.50 per
Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond
Puttee. Ky.
Most consplede Meek la
Phone 70
using the John Brown rifle from 1,000 lbs. (The corning Civil War '08 Lake Street
DISTILLED IL BOTTLED BY YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY CO., LOUISVILLE--OWENSBORO, Kr.
44244 Lake Street
West Kestaidty
behind a stack of 'cordwood. The would greatly increase the market
Union battery took aim at the for lea d.)
stack of wood, and a solid shot
Late in June of 1861, a fire in
sent sticks of wood scattering New Orleans burned 2.066 bales of
See the Chevy Mystery Show in color Sundays, NBC-TV.
every-which-way. Young Avis was cotton. It was insured for only
hit in the head by a stick of wood $11111,001.
A great deal of power was beand knocked unconscious. One of
Stonewall Jackson's aides (Jack- ing used over the country . . . in
son had not received his nickname firing cannon salutes to the politiby then) carried the unconscious cal nominees of 1860!
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Uralafford notto
paint atthislow price!

*3000* house
--•

tenet**
... one you can't afforl ea
Here's the biggest paint value ever.
miss! Now at lowest cost you can give your home a sparkling
exterior. Use Martin-Senour "3000" for economy, beauty,
durability and protection. Covers most surfaces in one coat.

Come in Now—Todayl Get This Great Value,
Plus Other Martin-Senour Quality Products.

Exchange Furniture Co.
Phnne 35

307 Commercial

Yellowstone

BertesPigue
Is Scout Officer

Command of the Naval Reserve
Jack Piers has been elected Electronics Division in Paducah
president of the Four Rivers Coun- changed hands July 1, v. 'h •.
cil of the Boy Scout reservation on Commander Eugene A. Waggoner
Kentucky Lake.
accepting command from Lt. HerPiers, an insurance company ex- schel 11. Hardy. The ceremony took
ecutive, is a former president of place during a regular drill meetthe Country Club of Paducah, vice ing of the unit.
chairman of Chief Paducah Council
LCDR Waggoner received his
of Boy Scouts, vice commodore of
commission from the Columbia
the Kentucky Lake Sailing Club
University Midshipmen School in
and a member of the Rotary Club
New York in 1944. He served durand Paducah Community Chest
ing World War II in both the
board.
European and Pacific Theatres
Also elected for the 1960-61 with the amphibious force*. He
term were four vice presidents, and his wife, Joyce, and children
Bertes Pigue of Fulton, Oscar Bry- formerly lived in Fulton prior to
ant of Paducah, George Covington moving to Paducah in November
of Mayfield and John Koopman of of last year.
Metropolis, Ill.; treasurer, Dr. GeoWhile in Fulton he was a memrge Bailey of Paducah; council
ber of the Naval Reserve Comcommissioner. John Pasco of Murposite Company 5-45, and is emray. and 42 executive board memployed by Union Carbide Nuclear
bers of the Council.
Company in the Production EngiAl Wilson of Mayfield served as neering Department.
chairman of the nominating committee.
These officers represent a 11
REELFOOT LAKE
county area including Western
Long
fingers of Reelfoot Lake,
Kentucky, Western Tennessee and
created by earthquake, stretch into
Southern Illinois.
Kentucky from Tennessee. It is
There are 2,600 Scouts enrolled
noted as a fishing lake.
in the 102 units.
These units are sponsored by 82
CUMBERLAND GAP
organizations.
During the first five weeks of
Cumberland Gap National Hiscamp this summer on the lake, torical Park, 20,000 acres lying
there have been 350 Scout camp- mostly in Kentucky, marks the
ers.
mountain pass through which

Washington, one of Kentucky's
oldest towns is three miles south
of Maysville. Here the famous
Marshall family lived; here Confederate General Albert Sidney
Johnstonhis home is a shrine—
was born.
•

•

Here's another of Corvair's exclusive advantages—and you sure won't
be without it these warm summer days. We're speaking of the friendly
way Corvair keeps you cool and comfortable, with only fresh outside air coming
your way. No front-engine or under-car exhaust heat bothers you in a Corvair.
And this is only one of the wonderful advantages Corvair's rear-engine design
has in store for you. You'll like that practically flat floor,
the dig-in-and-go traction, the nimble handling, too. Corvair
sound like a real treat to you? Well, one drive at your
MY/ CHRVINOLIBT
dealer's will back up every word we say.
want to

Rear Engine...You leave noise and heat behind you.

Front Engine ...Passenger compartment exposed to engine noise and heat.
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TO —

':41 I
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FURNITURE
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CHEVY'S CHUM KEEPS nil
COOL,MAL COOL!

overland settlers poured into the
Commonwealth.
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HEAVEN HILL
*tule Binuinnt
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY

Falba Loan Co.

100 proof • Bottled in Bond

204 MAIN ST.
Pli0e41‘ 15*

41)

m.307
DISTItlIO AND larr,FD to

••eli1W-1-

Choose the plan to best
St your needs. Everything held in strict confidence. High payments
reduced. Come in—or
phon• for quickest
service.

HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC., ISRDSTOWN. NILSON

COUNTY stNTU(MY

America's only rear-engine car—Corvair. This is the 700 4-Door Sedan.
See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for economical transportation.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET--BUICK,INC.
104 East Fourth Street
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The News reports your

--

that evening.
Ladies Day was held Tuesday at
the Fulton Country Club with a
pot-luck luncheon at noon and
games of bridge and golf in the
afternoon.

Engagement Of Miss Brenda Brown
To Dale Edward Breeden Is Told

ingham in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Davis are
in Michigan for two weeks to visit
friends and relatives, among them
his daughter, Janice.

LONG TIME PALS
NolooNim

Legal light is being sought by
two young men at the University
Mrs. Dorothy Betakes of Chicago of Tennessee College of Law who
Miss Dianne Robinson, bridearrived in Fulton Sunday for a see best with their ears and hands.
elect of Robert Elliot Cursey of
week's visit with her mother, Mrs.
Two young Nashvillians—one
Fulton, was honored last WednesHershel McKinney.
totally blind, the other with limitday evening with another in a
ed vision--both entered the U-T
series of pre-nuptial events, a gadThe Annie Armstrong Circle met law college in January, renewing
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
get shower given by Miss Mary
Jones
at the home of Mrs. Frances
an acquaintance that began in anfor your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Alice Bell and Miss Ann Hornbeak
last week. Before the business other academic setting some 10
City.
Union
at
session the group enjoyed a de- years ago.
Mrs Louise Buckingham and past few days.
licious potluck dinner.
Miss Bell was attired in a white
Mrs. Vernon McAlister were honJack Howell Davis and Hoyt
The C. E. Underwood Jr. home pleated skirt with matching overored with a dinner, given by their
Bell, both 22, first met when
Gene
neckline
the
of
the
at
Directors
of
accented
highBoard
City
The
blouse
Birthday Club Thursday evening on the Martin - Union
the Tennessee School
entered
Jack
braid.
MonChamber of Commerce met
way was the setting for a bridal with inserts of red and blue
at 6 at the Park Terrace.
at the age of 12. He
Blind
the
for
day at noon at the Park Terrace
last Tuesday evening hon- She completed her outfit with
The honorees were presented shower
became blind after accidentally
Restaurant
Underwood's sister, black patent pumps. Miss HornMrs.
oring
lovely gifts.
puncturing his eye with a knife.
Miss Frances Marie Hardy of beak's yellow printed batiste feavision has been impaired
Mrs. Eph Dawes was hostess for South Fulton, bride-elect of Ward tured a bertha collar and softly
The Baptist W. M. U. Day for Gene's
childhood.
since
the evening.
Association
Were
Her
Kentucky
skirt.
accessories
flared
the West
Barnette of Fulton. Assisting Mrs,
Graduation from the School for
The group wag seated at a long Underwood in entertaining were white.
was held Saturday, July 18, beThe
cloth.
table. draped in a white
ginning at 9:30 a. m. at Jonathan the Blind ended their association
Mrs. Ben Maupin, Mrs. Dave WinThe honoree chose a model of
for several years. Now, they are
centerpiece was a beutiful floral frey and Mrs. John Rose.
Creek Camp.
black and brown printed dacron,
toward
arrangement
The theme was "Commit thy together again, working
Mrs. Underwood received in a the bodice featuring tiny tucks,
goal of becoming "a
The places were marked with red and white floral printed cot- a scooped neckline and cap sleeves.
works unto the Lord." The speak- the common
attractive place cards and novelty ton; Mrs. Maupin wore a powder She complemented her dress with
ers included Miss Noemi Cuevos of lawyer."
In racing this new study chalfavors.
the Home Mission Board speaking
blue crepe accented with embroid- patent pumps. Pinned at her
lenge, the two students are relySpanish
the
a
work
of
her
among
about
corsage
novel
a
was
Winfrey
presented
shoulder
Mrs.
neckline.
ery at the
The honorees were
ing upon both "man and raaspeaking people.
gifts and a lovely lighted white was attired in a shirtwaist model spoon rest covered with blue car,ne" to help with their reading.
ehi
birthday cake by the Park Ter- to white cotton interwoven with nations and pastel ribbon.
Mrs. D. M Aldridge gave the A tape recording machine helps
Mrs. F. L. Robinson, mother of
Metallic beads, and Mrs. Rose's
race management.
the
about
information
hand
first
them in briefing their assigned
missions. oases in certain classes, and their
mountain
Kentucky
Following the delicious meal, black eyelet featured a flared the bride-elect, wore a- brown and
polished
of
dress
shirtwaist
skirt.
gold
Youth work was presented and "reading eyes" are several fellow
the members went to the home of
The honoree chose a red lace cotton worn with bone accessories.
there were conferences for promo- law students whose recording of
Mrs. Dawes, where games were
tional directors.
played during the remainder of over taffeta, the deeply pointed
the cases allow Gene and Jack to
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones and
basque accented by three rows of
the evening.
The West Kentucky Baptist As- brief them at their convenience.
St.
in
weekend
the
spent
sons
tiny
over
bows
sociational Quarterly meeting was
Later the hostess served refresh_ velvet ribbon and
Class notes are no problem for
the full circular skirt. She wore Louis, where they attended the
held at the First Hickman Baptist Jack, whose braille stylus punches
ments.
zoo.
the
and
ballgarnes
black patent pumps and was preChurch on Tuesday, July 19, be- holes in special paper more rapidly
Those attending were:
sented with a corsage of red roves
ginning at 10:30 a. m.
than the pencils of most of his
and
Buckingham
Mrs. Louise
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Baird reand gardenias.
The Rev. John Laida of Fulton classmates can write.
Mrs. Vernon McAlister, honorees,
a
Tuesday
after
home
turned
Her mother, Mrs. Floyd Hardy,
This quarter Gene and Jack are
brought a message about his imMrs. Gilbert Brown, Mrs. Jake
visit in Nashville with their
and white checked week's
pressions of the Baptist World Al- taking what may be their most dif_
Cardwell, Mrs. Simon Holt, Mrs. wore a black
and
Noble
Mrs.
Albert
daughter,
in white and
liance Other speakers were Miss ficult course in law sohool. This
Jewell McClain, Mrs. Pat Matheny, sheath embroidered
family. They were accompanied
at the V neckline by a
Morta Busts bad. graduate of course, legal bibliography, Is reMrs. Lucy Day Bennett, Mrs. Max- accented
home
and
i
Mrs.
by
Mrs
Noble
rose. Mrs. Naylor Burnette,
Georgetown College. who told quired fur all entering freshmen
ine Matheny, Mrs. Bobby Buck- black
Frank
Cline.
of the bridegroom-elect.,
about her mission work in Costa and is designed to acquaint the
ngham, Mrs. Elmer Mansfield, mother
attired in a navy and white
Rica.
law student with the college's liMrs. Leland Jewell, Mrs. Harry was
R.
Mr.
Mrs.
Hyland
E.
had
and
with a softly flared
Rev. D. M. Aldridge, president of brary and teach him to do legal
Bloodworth, Mrs. Joe Mullins, lace designed
their guests over the weekend,
as
the Clear Creek Baptist School, research.
Miss Ouida Jewell, and Mrs. Eph skirt
their son, Dr. John L. Hyland, and
Prof Martin J. Feerick, head of
Lovely arrangements of white his family of Henderson, Ky.
discussed the Baptist literacy proDawes, hostess.
the lite-ary arid teacher of the
gladioli and lilies were placed at
gram in Kentucky.
Mrs. Tucker Brown is today announcing the engagecourse, says two law students volvantage points throughout the
Miss Treva Terrell, of South
Arthur "Popstopper" Grissorn home. Ice cream, individual cakes
unteered to experiment with sevBrenda
daughter,
her
of
Miss
Olive
Mary
and
marriage
Elizabeth
approaching
and
ment
of
ThomNeale
bride-elect
Fulton
has been ill with pneumonia at his and cold drinks were served to apapproaches for teaching the
eral
Miss
Carole
Baxendale
entertainas Pryor, was honored with a mis- Sue Brown, to Dale Edward Breeden. Miss Brown is
home at 315 Carr Street for the proximately 50 guests.
ed Tuesday morning, July 12. at two blind students. Gene and
cellaneous shower given Thursday
daughter of Tucker Brown of Fulton, Kentucky and 10 at an informal party at the Uel Jack, who hand in the same asevening at the home of Mrs. Wiley the
Mr. and Mrs. Doran Colley spent
Olive home in Union City honoring signments as their classmates, are
Russell, Center Street, Mayfield. Mrs. Brown of Union City, Tennersee.
their vacation in the Ozark MounMiss Dianne Robinson, bride-elect being guided in the library work
Fulton - Union City highway
Ralph
Co-hostess for the affair was Mrs.
Mrs.
Mr. Breeden is the son of Mr. and
tains and Hot Springs, Ark, last
of
Robert Elliott Cursey of Fulton. by an upper division student—who
Kentucky.
classmate
Fulton,
week. They had a wonderful time. Pat Thompson.
of
Breeden
Miss Olive was attired in a black knows the field—and a
Miss Terrell wore a pale pink
Wed. Thur. FrL July 20-21-22
--who can share the learning exand
checked
polish
white
cotton
accesSchool,
black
High
with
Fulton
from
cotton
summer
1957
grandthe
is
bride-elect
The
Starts at 9:30
Mrs. Connie Adams and son,
perience.
sories. The hostesses presented her daughter of Mrs. Oliver Kash of where he was active in both foot- encircled at the waist with a wide
Wilson, of Newbern are visiting
Gene, who is married and has a
ROOM 43
black
and
patent
belt
accented
a
was
corsage.
and
glamellia
a white
Fulton, Kentucky and of Mrs. Bur.. ball and basketball
sen, says he is also
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Doran with
-month-old
19
Also Starts at 7:30
with
white
cuffs
the
pique
on
brief
The gift table, which was over ley Brown of Water Valley, Ken- member of the 1957 Regional
assignments
reading
his
in
aided
THE MAN WHO UNDERSTOOD Colley this week. Mr. Adams, a
Her
accessories were of
laid with a white cutwork cloth, tucky and the late Mr. Brown. Mr. Championship Basketball team sleeves.
minister, is holding a revival in
by his sister-in-law. a U-T treatWOMEN
featured as its central arrange- Breeden is the grandson of the Mr. Breeden attended Murray black patent. Miss Baxendale's
Georgia and was unable to be with
man. Gene's limited vision enables
Sat. July 23
ment a miniature bride and groom late Mr. and Mrs. Priestley Breed- State College, majoring in Archi- black cotton blouse, featuring a
his family.
him to read for short periods of
Starts at 9:38
yoke
of
was
matching
lace,
worn
a
was
carwhite
He
and
Engineering.
pink
by
surrounded
en and the late Mr. and Mrs. F.. A. tectural
with special glasses. Jack has
time
THE JAYHAVVIDERS
a
with
black
and
white
checked
fraternipink
nations and greenery. The
Killebrew. Miss Brown was gradu- member of Bata Tau Bata
student roommate who helps
law
Eddie Rose of Memphis visited
a
Also Starts at 7:30
full
pique
She
skirt.
wore
white
and white color scheme was furth- ated from Fulton High School in ty, which is now Alpha Tau
assignments not taped.
with
Mr. and Mrs. Doran Colley here
him.
THE HOT ANGEL
ered in the floral decorations the class of 1959. She was band Omega National fraternity. He is PumpsJack did well in his pre-law
this weekend.
And Starting at 9:10
The honoree chose an apple
throughout the house, and in the majorette for three years; she was now owner of the S. P. Moore Upstudies at Tennessee Polytechnic
JOHANSSON vs PATTERSON
green cotton ensemble interwoven
refreshments.
elected "Miss Fulton High" in her holstery Company in Fulton.
Institute, where hit went after
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Crutchfield
Championship fight pictures
solemnized
gifts
sending
be
will
with
silver threads
The wedding
fashioned
Those present and
senior year. She attended Murray
graduating from the School for the
Sun. Ilea. The. Wed. July 24-25- and daughter, Mary Ann, of FulMesdames Charlie Wright, State College, where she majored on Sunday afternoon, the twenty- along shirtwaist lines and buttoned Blind. His 3.5 average out of •
ton and Pat Lynch of Paducah were:
28-27
Lee Payne, Hugh Pritchard, in business and was a member of eighth of August nineteen hun- down the front with tinted pearl possible 4.0 was the highest perTwo first run attractions for Union spent last weekend at Paris Land- Joe
dred and sixty at the Cumberland buttons. A wide matching belt
Russell, Roy Harrison, Bill the Business Club.
average at TPI. A versatile
City Area—Starts at 9:20
ing. Sunday they were joined by Charlie
clasped the waist above the full law
Elvis Hufford. H. E. ManMr. Breeden was graduated in Presbyterian Church in "Nihon.
Russell,
Mr.
musician. Jack performed regularand
Scott
Bill
PAY OR DIE
Mr. and Mrs.
Kenpleated
Henry
skirt.
She
complemental:1
Weldon Wylie,
ly in Nashville night clubs during
Also Starts at 7:30
and Mrs. Hugh Rushton for a pic- grum,
Miller, John Hall, James Shockley, Mary Sue Wyatt, Donna Gail Patterson, popular her attire with pearl jewelry, his final two years at TPI. He is
SUBWAY IN THE SKY
nic at noon and dinner at the hotel nedy, Clifton
white accessories and a gift corPhillip Usrey, Allene Smith, Ed- bride elect was a beautifully planequally at ease with the ciarinet,
sage of white carnations.
win Ferguson. Marvin Sisson, Tom ned luncheon given by Mrs. road
saxaphone, or piano.
An all - pink arrangement of
Hendon, Herbert McNeilly, BerNow together again, Gene and
and Mrs. Charles Hornra pink carnations, chrysanthemums
Homra
A.
nard Thorpe, Pete Clark, Rupert
Jack are trying to become the
Ray, Otis Wyatt, Chester Wyatt, at one o'clock on Friday, the fif- and shasta daisies arranged on a second and third blind lawyers
Gus C. Covington, Phillip Usrey, teenth of July at the Park Terrace. silver candelabra centered the ser- with U-T degrees. The first, CharJr. Patsy Bowden. Dora Pryor.
Mrs. Charles Hornra will be a ving table where cold drings, les Lane of Kingsport. received
open-faced
heart-shaped sand degree in 1954 and is now
Misses Jackie Pryor, Rachel bridesmaid in the forthcoming wiches, mints and nuts were serv- his 1.1.11
working as a consultant for the
Bondurant, Mrs. Dean Terrell, wedding.
ed. A bouquet of colorful sum- Air Force.
mother of the bride-elect, and
mer flowers graced the mantle and
The two students are constant
Mrs Neale Pryor.
Mr. arid Mrs. Charles Duke, .1r., other arrangements were placed at companions during their law
school hours at U-T, and Jack
and daughter, Cheryl Ann, of Myr- points throughout the home.
Guests attending included Miss shares Gene's limited vision in
The first of a series of attractive tle Beach, South Carolina are visitpre-nuptial parties honoring Miss ing her mother, Mrs. Louise Buck- Robinson, Mrs. Olive, Mrs. Cecil moving about the University
Yates. Miss Martha Olive, Miss campus. And both of these longJane Crenshaw, Miss Mary Alice time classmates equally share the
Bell, Miss Helen Kidwell and Miss desire to walk together to receive
Betty Kidwell.
their law degrees.
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I am taking this means of officially announcing my

01
New policy: open seven nights a week.

candidacy for reelection as

WOMEN'S And CHILDREN'S

CONSTABLE
Of the Sixteenth District of Obion County.
I will continue to serve the school buses as I

- - -
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I will appreciate your vote and influence

JOHN ADAMS

ATTACK OF JUNGLE WOMEN
LUST TO KILL
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FRY'S SHOE STORE
220 Lake St.

Candidate for reelection as

CONSTABLE

Fulion, Ky.
Sixteenth District of Obion County.

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

TOBY TYLER
Walt Disney—Kevin Corcoran
Richard Eastman
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PALS

Engagement Of Miss Thornton To
Jere Pigue Of Fulton Announced

; sought by
University
)l Law who
and hands.

• with limited the U-T
y, renewing
iegan in anig some 10

and Hoyt
it met when
eases School
ge of 11. He
accidentally
•ith a knife.
en impaired

persons were
The following
patients in local hospitals here
Wednesday morning.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Minnie Henderson, Mrs.
Lillie Covington, Mrs. Lee Rucker,
Mrs. Clarence Dudley, R. D. Patrick, Carnel) Cavitt, Mrs. H. E.
Swift, Mrs. Cora Nichols, Mrs.
Opal Pounds, Mrs. Curtis Brockwell, Terry Brockwell, Mrs. John
Etwell all of Fulton; Mrs. Paul
Jones Brand of Water Valley.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Russell Bowls, Mrs. Billy
Hayden and baby, Jamie Noles,
Chuck Geddinga, Mrs. Thomas
Pickle, Mrs. Charles Bynum, Mrs.
Nora Palmer, Mrs. William Forrester, Claude Kimbell, all of Fulton; Rev. J. A. Wilkerson of Palmersville; Alton Jon.. of Cayce.
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NEW SITPEBINTENDENT
Dr. Lawrence Francis Boland,
who has served the past five
months as acting superintendent
of the Kentucky Training Home at
Frankfort, has been appointed
superintendent by State Welfare
Commissioner Carlos Oakley. He
had also been medical director of
the institution for retarded children. Dr. Boland is a native of
Fitchburg, Mass.

Cosmetics dealers in the Pacific's highly specialized jungle trade
already complain of growing
competition. But the industry is
young. Before it lies a world of
untapped blackland markets.
A survey of National Geographic Magazine articles discloses any number of little-traveled regions where primitive peoples still mix, pound, and roll their
own makeup from nature's bounty.
In the upriver wilds of South
America's British Guiana, for instance, exploring archeologists
found the Wai Wai—a tribe of
bow-and-arrow Indians who paint
their shaved eyebrows, faces, and
bodies with a red liquid made from
the coating of the urucu seed. They
use red because they believe evil
spirits cannot see anything so colored, giving them immunity from
harmful spells.
Wai Wai--especially the men—
are inveterate primpers. They
start the day with an elaborate
toilet, combing and annointing
their long black hair with palmnut oil before binding it into tight

brushed and oiled, and splash their
bodies with nature's red and black
pigments extracted from fruits and
seeds.
Anything Handy Goes
In out-of-the-way spots around
the globe, almost anything handy
is likely to turn up in beautifying
or ritual-serving cosmetics.

Solomon Islanders of the South
Pacific bleach their hair and eyebrows white with convenient coral-lime paste. Tribespeople in the
Transkei Territory of the Union of
South Africa daub themselves with
the abundant yellow and red ochre pigments found in the soil. Villagers in India brush their teeth
with twigs dipped in toothpowders
of ground almond shells, cloves,
black pepper, charcoal, and bone.
A popular beauty treatment
practiced by women in India's
Himalayan region of Ladakh is to
rub their cheeks with the Juice of
a small berry, similar to a gooseberry. The covering not only
serves as an anti-sunburn cream,
but allegedly tightens the skin
and smooths out wrinkles. For
added effect, a pattern in the
fruit's tiny seeds is traced on the
No less interested in appearance
cheeks.
are the Choco Indians of the reIn many Middle East lands,
mote highlands of Panama. They
wear a short, straight bob, well women still follow the ancient cus-

tosti\ of staining their hands wit
dye tim the henna shrub, an
darke ng their eyelashes an
shadowing their eyes with kohl, o
powdered antimony.
In fact, both the homemade cos.
metics and the highly-refined an,
glamorous products turned out b
modern chemical factories ofte
are compounded from aromati
gums, oils, and fats in use to.
thousands of years.
Today's expensive lotto n5
creams, and lipsticks contain min
eral and vegetable oils and natun.
fragrances of flowers and spice
gathered from the ends of th
earth. The Biblical frankincens
and myrrh—carried by Wise Me:
as precious gifts to Bethlehemstill stand on perfume—maker
shelves, along with the latest syn
thetic scents from the laboratory.

ATTENDING SCHOOL
Bob Anderson organist at Trini
ty Episcopal Church is attendin
a week-long school for Episcopi
organists and choirmasters at th
University of the South at Sewan
nee Tennessee.

Try "NEWS" Classified Ads

Man.

UK PUBLISHES BOOKS
The following books were published by the University of Kentucky Press in 1958-59: "The
Keeneland Association Library,"
by Amelia King Buckley; "Keeping The University Free and
Growing," by Herman L. Donovan; "Cattle Kingdom in the Ohio
Valley, "1783-1860," by Paul C.
Henlein; "Up Cutshin and Down
Greasy," by Leonard W. Roberts;
and "The Selected Poems of
George Daniel of Beswick, 16161657," by Thomas B. Stroup.

Mims Barbara Jima Thisullim
Union City High school where she
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Thornton
was a cheerleader, football queen,
Union City are today announcing
Miss Senior High and named to
approaching
and
engagement
the
Who's Who. She attended the
marriage of their daughter, Min
Of Tennessee, Martin
University
Jere
to
Thornton,
Barbara Jean
she was a cheerleadwhere
Branch
Mrs.
and
Lynn Pigue. son of Mr.
of Delta Phi
member
a
and
er
Bertes J. Pigue of Fulton.
Delta sorority. She was also named
Grandparents of the bride-elect a campus leader.
are the late Mr. and Mrs. J D.
The bridegrocen-elect is a gradPotts of McConnell and the late uate of Fulton High school and
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Thornton of attended Murray State college in
What is really best for us lies
Union City. Mr. Pigue is the Murray, Ky. At present he is a always within our reach—though
grandson of Mrs. J W. Elledge of senior at the University of Ken- often overlooked.
Wilton. and the late Mr. Elledge tucky where he is a member of
—Longfellow
and of the late Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
Ky.
Valley,
Piave of Water
A September wedding is planMiss Thornton is a graduate of ned.

Water Show To
Be Held Here
A spececular water show, featuring "the Aquamalds" of Evansville. Indiana, has been booked for
the Willow Plunge Swimming peol
the night of July 23.
The show, featuring all kinds of
Individual, group and team swimming, acrobatics and diving, will
be an exhibition calculated to
draw the interest of swimming
fans from throughout this area
and a large turnout is expected for
the evening.
The show will get underway at
8:00 p. m. In case of rain, the show
will be postponed until the following week.
Admission will be 75c for adults
and 50c for children.

COUNTY SOYBEAN
SUPPORT TO BE $1.14
The price of 1960-crop soybeans
will be supported at $1.84 per
bushel in Fulton County, Chairman Roy Bard of the County Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee announced today. The local rate is based on a
national average support price of
$1.85 per bushed, the same as the
rate for 1959.
Soybean price support will be
carried out as in the past through
loans on farm and warehousestored soybeans and through purchase agreements. Minimum requirements for support eligibility
correspond to requirements for
No. 4 soybeans, except for moisture content, which cannot be
more than 14 percent. To be eligible for support under the 1960
operation, soybeans must be produced in 1960.
Loans and purchase agreements
will be available from harvest
through January 31. 1961. Loans
will mature May 31, 1961.

CRIMINAL CODE STUDIED
Last year the University of Kentucky College of Law in conjunction with the Kentucky Legislative
Research Commission established
Democracy is based upon the
a significant research project in
extrathe field of criminal procedure. conviction that there are
ordinary
looking to a much-needed revision ordinary possibilities in
of the Kentucky Code of Criminal people.
—Harry Emerson Fosdick
Procedure.

Sale at Wade's Used Store
Poster Bedoom Suites, from
Odd Bedsteads, from
Bed Springs. from
Reworked Living Room Suites, from
9-Pc. Dining Room Suite
Odd Dining Chairs
Apartment Size Elec. Range
30" Elec. Range
Full-Size Elec. Range
Quick Freezer Refrigerator
Table Lamps, from
Coffee & End Tables, each
9x12 Rugs
High Back Rockers
Used Motors

$55.00
$ 9.95
$ 5.00
$47.50
$64.95
$ 2.50
$49.95
$49.95
$64.95
$75.00
$ 1.00
$ 4.50
$ 5.95
$10.95
$ 5.00

..
day

So at least reports the manager
of an Australian cosmetics firm
who recently returned for a visit
to customers in the New Guinea
wilderness.
Many South Seas tribesmen, he
said, now prefer chemical dyes and
synthetic perfumes for ceremonial decoration and "sing-sing" war
pain t. Abandoning traditional
clayochre and pig-fat preparations,
they call for sweet-scented brilliantine, hydrogen peroxide, and
talcum powders.
Some .even nave special colors
made up, as Western women order
Individual face-powder blends.
One New Guinea customer gave
the traveling salesman a local red
flower to take home and copy in
sing-sing paint.
Natare's Paints Still Used

FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Etta Wade Mrs. Verter
Freeman. Mrs. Horace Reams, Mrs.
Jamie Haddad, Mrs. Venita Worley, Mrs. Rowland Ray, Luella
Ray, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Weaks,
Mrs. Essie Bransford, John Baucom, Mrs. John Latta, Mrs. James
Pruiett, Barney Speight, Mrs. Edna
Foulke, Mrs. John Gambill, Mrs.
Mike Fry all of Fulton; Mrs.
Glynn Byrd of Crutchfield; Mrs.
Calvin Evans and Jacqueline Dew
of Union City; Mrs. Riley Alexander of Martin; Clifton Newton,
Pattie Carter, Mrs. Harry Babb of
Wingo; Mrs. Leon Wright, Jamie
House of Clinton; W. J. Jordon of
Mayfield; Mrs. Fay Clark of Hick-
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Cosmetics Dealers Find New Markets In Jungles
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Fulton's Favorii
"AIR CONDITIONED"

The News

'FULTON
—

— PRIONR

FRIDAY C SATURDAY
Big Double Feature
Treat!

is also available now at fourteen different locations conveniently
located around Fulton.
"All the local news of Fulton and its
trade area neatly summed up in one
big paper each week."
This week and every week, THE
NEWS is on sale at:

— PLUS —
GM Me MI= S..Ulm am am
MaeSeSAW
.

=SWIM • MO • ANEMIAS
Me KOMI • be MN

S 0 S PACIFIC
NM

•I

STARTING SUNDAY

THE MOTION PICTURE GIANT OF
1960 BY THE AUTHOR OF'GIANT'
RIIIMNIMPRIMMARSINIRMI
=
•••••..
of Mad...

WADE'S USED STORE
"Trade with Wade and Save" — Easy Terms
Phone 478
217 Main Street

-by-mail

OMEN WIEZDAYS — SAS
Sat. aSum. I P. M.UR U P.IL

1

46.
1.
[

64,
--•-•4

4

.1
• •t

WARNEl•
TFCHNICOLOR•

Edmond's Popcorn Stand
Evans Drug Store
Fulton News Stand
Smith's Cafe
Derby Cafe
The Coffee Shop
Rogers Grocery
Puckett Service Station
South Side Drug
Fulton Hospital
Hillview Hospital
Jones Hospital
The News Office

DON'T MISS AN ISSUE - - - "if it
happens in the Ken-Tenn area, you'll
read all about it in THE NEWS".
On sale at all newsstands each Wednesday evening: 10c copy
Delivered to your mailbox each Thursday morning:$3 per year

The Fulton County News
Printers -- Publishers — Rubber Stamps -- Engraving -- Bookbinding
Telephone 470
209 Commercial Avenue
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DEATHS

(Last Week)
Luby (Jay) Hopkins, Fulton,
at
Friday
in.
p.
at
2
A series of gospel meetings will
Route 1, died
Jones hospital following a short commence at the Church of Christ
on Sunday, July 17th with Brother
Funeral services ware held at John B. Hardeman of Obion,
Marvin Jackson, 45, former
2:30 Sunday at the Little Obion Tennessee delivering the mans/peg
Graves resident, died suddenly at Baptist Church with burial in the Sunday morning services will
be
Friday
in.
a.
Hillview hospital at 8
held at 11:00 with the evening serchurch cemetery.
He was stricken Friday morning
Mrs.
wife,
his
Servivors include:
vices at 7:45 throughout the enwhile visiting at the home of his Lula Belle Hopkins; two daugh- tire week. The public is cordially
father-in-law, John Hopkins at
ters, Mrs. Waymon Jackson, Invited to attend these services.
Water Valley, and was rushed to Crutchfield, Route 1; Mrs. Herman
The revival will COITIZIMMICIt at
few
a
died
he
where
hospital
the
Garrison, Wickliffe; two sons. Carl the Baptist church on Wednesday
minutes later.
niltott,
of
and
Leon
Detroit
of
evening at 800 with Rev. Ed SeaThe Jackson family was here Route 1; two sisters, Mrs. Etta nor from Texas as speaker. The
City, Michigan, Cruse, Calif., and Mrs. Sallie meeting will continue through Frifrom Garden
spending a vacation with relatives Clark, Fulton; three brothers, day night, July 22nd, with services
Chaster Hopkins, 'Wingo, Jimmie each evening at 8:00 o'clock and
in this area.
Hammond. Ind. and afternoon at 2:30. The public is inSurvivors include his wife, Mn. Hopkins,
Charles Hershel Hopkins of Ful- vited to attend these services.
David
son,
a
Jackson;
Ruble L.
ton, Route I. Seventeen grandEarl; a daughter, Dartha Sue; his
Mrs. John M.Parrish and daughchildren and tour great grandchilPamother, Sirs. Molly Jackson of
ter from Oklahoma City, Oldasurvive.
also
dren
ducah; two sisters, Mrs. Sidney
helm visited Mr. and Mrs. Thad
Jackson, Detroit; Mrs. John HamParrish and sons recently.
itic Debella; three beethers, NewVisitors in the home ot Mr. and
ton Jackson of Paducah; Charlie
Mrs. FL E. McCord last Sunday
ElRoute
4;
Jackson at Mayfield.
Andrew Jackson Burns of Cayce, were: Mr. end Mrs. Robbie Mcbert Lee Jackson, St. Louis.
known to everyone am "Uncle Cord and sons of Murray, Mr. and
Funeral services were held at 3 Jack", died Wednesday evening Mrs. Moulton Gambill and chilp. m. Sunday at the Calvary Ctira- at 6:15 at Jones Hospital in Ful- dren of Greenfield. Mr. and Mrs.
holland Presbyterian Church with ton, after a year's illness. He was Ellis McCord and son from near
Rev. H. M. Suthard officiating.
97.
Hickman.
Mr. Burns made his home with
Mr. and Mrs. Porter 'T's
of
Masonic services were conductMr. and Mrs. Hugh Cruce at Fulton visited Mr. and Mrs Mack
ed at the graveside.
Cayce. He was a member of the Brown last week.
Active pallbearers were Glen Cane
htethodist Church. By
The following spent last ThursHopkins, Stanley Hopkins, Marvin trade he was a blacksmith and a
day on Reelfoot Lake and enjoyed
Taylor, Harold Hopkins, Wayne farmer.
Fraser, Lois Dew.
He leaves a number of nieces a fish fry: Mr. and Mrs. Mack
Brown, Mrs. Mary Cook, Mrs. ZelThe flower girls were Georgia and nephews.
ma Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Dee Hopkins, Norma Burkett, Services were held Friday af- Osteen ahd children, Kay and
Charlene Mullins, Katherine Bur- ternoon at 2 at the Cayce Metho- Tommie Joe, and Mr. and Mrs.
kett, Lorene Lane, Ruth Taylor, dist Church. The Rev. Warner Paf- Everett °steal
Beulah Sutton, Charlene Clark, ford officiated. Burial was in the
Little Harry, Stevie and Karen
Wilma Hopkins, and Dorothy Hop- church cemetery, under direction Allen
from St. Louis are visiting
of Whitnel Funeral Home in Fulkins.
their uncle, Mr. Bill Allen and
ton.
family.
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell, Miss Anna
OLD KY. HOME
Lou Caldwell, Mr. Brad Boggess
At Bardstown, Ky., My Old and Miss Luan Boggess visited
Kentucky Home, a state shrine; Mrs. Fannie Beard of Fulton last
Wickland, the home of three gov- week.
All Makes and Models
ernors, and St. Joseph's, the first
Miss Betty Welch of Memphis
•
Catholic cathedral in the west, are spent the week-end with her parMOTOROLA
open to the public.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ligon Welch.
Sales and Service
We wish to congratulate our
•
BLOODIEST BATTLE
newly weds. Mr. Lewis Fayne
A Kentucky State Park marks Fobey and Miss Beverly Burgess.
the site of the bloodiest battle of who were married on Saturday,
Ill Lake St.
Phone 450 the Civil War oft the size of arm- July 2nd. Lewis is the son of Mr.
ies involved—at Perryville. The and Mrs. Cecil Robey. We wish for
battle was fought in 1862.
them many, many years of happiness together.
Mesdames Milburn Harris, Joe
Harris, James Wilhaucks, Billy
•
Green and Miss Wilma Wilbanks
entertained with a miscellaneous
CIRCLE DRIVE SUB-D1VISION
shower at the home of Mrs. Joe
In South Fulton. Tenn.
Harris in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
City Water-Sewers-Gas-TVA Power
Lewis Fayne Robey last week.
Mrs. I... T. Caldwell, Miss Anna
FHA and VA Approved
Lou Caldwell, Mrs. Dorita Boggess
38 Choice Lots Left—Contact
and children, Brad and Lu An
spent Sunday afternoon at Reelfoot Lake.

Marvin Jackson

t S 1

Askew Barns

TV REPAIR

Wade Television

40 LOT

H. W. CONNAUGHTON

Phone 403 or 807 for Appointment to Inspect

Try'NEW, Clandfled Ads

FRIENDLI.SAYS:

ORROW
UP TO

Reading Plan
A Success At
South Fulton

Plan For Over 50,000 Boy Scout Camper:
At Colorado Springs National Jamboree

50,000
Koons an. 110•0•1111
PROM All 01/111t
AMIRICA AND
FORIION LANDS

WANT TO CO?
4 S'k
COLORADO SPRINGS

tihti ii•41;,“
lt/1.19 2 2 -

1960

Official Poster of the Fifth National Jasaboree
More than 50,000 Boy Scouts,
E.:plorers and leaders from all
part:, of the nation and scene
from other lands will camp tocettier at the Fifth National
.
-ini'soree, July 22-28, 1960
A 2,000-acre site at Reverse J
Dizmond Ranch in Colorado
Springs, Colorado, is being prepared for the jamboree. - It
will have its own water supply.
electricity, telephone service,

Rev. Charles Roe
Resigns As Pastor
Rev. Charles G. Roe has tendered his resignation as minister of
the First Christian Church in Fulton that he might accept a call to
become minister of the First
Christian Church at Russellville,
Kentucky.
The resignation was presented
at a meeting of the Church Board
last week and was accepted with
regret.
Mr. Roe stated that his reason
for resigning was that he felt that
perhaps the church would accomplish more with a new minister
and that perhaps he would be able
to do more in another church. He
stated that he had enjoyed living
In Fulton, and that his relationship with the church here had
been most pleasant.

post offices and other services
largest gathering of boy.
in the Western Hemisphere.
Jamboree campers, all of them
twelve years old or older, will
share daily camp chores, cook
their own meals, take part in
displays, campfires, demonstrations, skill contests, and intercamp visits during the seven
day event.
Outstanding Amerirans will
take part in the principal events

WITII LOWER INTEREST

Friericily Finance
311 Walnut Street

Fulton, Ky.

Weed & Pruitt TV

The Whitnel Funeral Home
takes pleasure in announcing that

Dukedom Child
Drowns Friday

Cynthia Holloway, 11. daughter
of Mrs. Virginia Holloway of near
Dukedom, was drowned in a pond
on the Wayne Dunavant farm, west
of Dukedom late Friday afternoon.
The child, a student at Welch
Elementary school, was fishing
with her mother and brother.
James Holloway, age 8 and a
friend of her mother's Miss Constance Jones, when the tragedy
occurred.
According to witnesses, the victim was wading in shallow water
In the pond, when suddenly she
stepped into a hole and went tinder. Her mother frantically tried
to reach her, but being unable to
swim, could not find her• in the
water. None of the party could
swim.
She ran larnost a mile to the
nearest house, seeking help. Pete
Murphy, Durell Parker and the
child's grandfather, Tom Wheel's
The Khoury Little League base- were summoned. and Mr. Wheelis
ball association of Fulton, Mo. has found the body. Artifice] respiracontacted the Fulton Boys Base- tion attempts by Jimmie Jackson
ball Association authorities with of Dukedom also failed, as the
hopes of arranging three baseball child was under water for almost
games to be played on Sunday, an hour.
She was born in Garden City,
Aug. 7, as part of their annual
Mich., September 27, 1948.
post-season tour.
Survivors include her mother,
This team makes annual tours
in neighboring states at the close Mrs. Virginia V7heelis Holloway;
of their season and last year play- a sister, Patricia Ann Holloway
ed before 1,500 fans in the small and a brother. James Thomas Holloway; a half-sister, Mrs. Hardy
town of Vinita, Okla.
They travel by three charter Babb of Rives; her grandprents,
buses in a group of 60 or 75 per- Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wheells of
sons, including many of the boys' near Dukedom.
Funeral saaices were held at
parents.
2:30 p. m..&utiiilay at the Dukedom
Methodist Church with Brother
Keith Smith. pastor ot_the church.
and Broths...Ray Fleming of Pilot
Oak, officiating. Burial wcs in Oak
1"
Grove cemetery.
Hiatt
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
PIONEER SETTLEMENT
No Belts — No Straps —
The pioneer settlement that beNo Odors
came present Richmond, Ky., was
made in 1784 by Col. John Miller,
Approved by Doctors — The
who served at Yorktown. When
World's Most Comfortable
Richmond was made the seat of
Truss
county government in 1798, the
CITY DRUG CO.
, first court was held in Colonel
408 Lake St.
Fulton I Miller's barn. The present court
I house is on the site of this barn.

MR. STANLEY HOPKINS
has joined its staff.
Felton. Ky.

TeL U

408 Edifiers St.

Telephone
Talk,
by
H. D. RATES
Your Telephone Manager

Lori

Missouri Team
May Play Here

RUPTURL

HAVE YOU EVER
saved and planned
for a trip, driven to
that special vacation
spot, and then—
found no hotel or
motel room available'? Sleeping in the
car isn't much fun,
is it? After your
family has spent an
uncomfortable night
in a cramped automobile, you realize how important it is to phone ahead
for reservations. The cost of a Long Distance call is small
and the reassurance of having a place to stay is very
comforting.
•

AMMONIA NITRATE AND
NITRATE OF SODA
for side-dressing your corn.
There is plenty of time yet to plant corn.
See us for 11S-13 Funk's and Stull's.
East State Line

•

•

OF COURSE Long Distance is very helpful on
many occasions this time
of year. It's good to phone
before visiting people out
of town—for one reason,
they might be on the way
to visit you. If you can't
get together with the folks,
it's very satisfying to have
a nice phone chat. On the
road, it's a lot of fun to
call friends at home and
report some of your vacation happenings. Just look for
the nearest booth, walk-up or drive-up telephone—they're
easy to spot.
• • •
WE THOUGHT we'd heard all possible stories about
telephones helping locate lost children and property—
then we ran across this true item. In Kansas, a man found
a lost parakeet that was chirping, "Call Mary, Jackson
3-43121" Just curious, the wan called the number."Mary,"
who lived in the next town, answered the phone ... happy
to hear about her bird that had flown 12 miles from home.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Phone 1252

John Adams, South Fulton constable, has announced his candidacy for reelection as constable of
the Sixteenth District of Obion
County.
An advertisement
.iing his
announcement is found elsewhere
in today's issue a The Fulton
County News.
Adams is a partner with his
trelpolnaillisak Samar Adams, in the
=argialkars Garage in South

A small
revolution in the
methods of Obion county teaching
may be in the making et the South
Fulton grammar school and the
man behind this change in teaching techniques is principal W. L.
Cottrell Jr.
Mr. Cottrell was the new principal at te school last year and
he brought with him new MOM
which have already andsegone a
120f. Adams has served for •
three-and-a-half Inenth trial peassiber et yeses in Smith !Alas
riod with outstanding results.
as • peeve saw.Hi. hrellser.
The - __p.m MAUI aroma&
Sams, is at siteerat a maim at
one of the famed R's in education, the South Fulton Police Departresiding.
For some time kigh school elmhi hie sanouneemeat Mann
carton have bees Ilishmise4 lw the lista that be seal eestinue to
law veediwebility of the albdipoisl teem lbsembeel bum as be has in
they have seseived front the do- the peel
mastery Made&
Mesaid iliat he woad eneseiSeeking a reamod or seprosdieg ale Ihe vele end bilbemee at
the readies level et egarsiNir meryeitoto the Maisel* Sitistet
school students, Mr. Cottnil fadtieetion will be bdt ea
Sod with several of his leach= Tweelity. Await 4.
and it was decided to use the Saplin plan of teaching reading on a
MORIN WASS=
trial basis.
Under this plan, students in the
More than IN horse farms are
fourtk, fifth and sixth grades are within a radius of Lexington. Ky.
given the California reading test
to determine their reading bevel.
Next, in the case of South Fulton.
Bring as_your
these 200 students of these grades
RADIO and TV Repair
were then divided and placed in
seven reading groups according to
their individual rending levels. In
RCA Color Television
some cases, it was found that sixth
Used
TV Sets for Sale
grade students had only fourth or
third grade reading levels, while
others had much advanced reeding levels.
Franklin Truitt - Clyde Wart
At any rate, the students were
divided and placed into groups
300 Walnut Street
where they would study with
Phone 211
other nucients of the same level of
reading ability.

Plenty on hand! The price is right!

DOLLARS

John Adams
Seeks Reelection

Phone 802
01
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Wheeler _ McAlister
Wedding Solemnized
The Cuba Baptist Church was
the settington June 17 f,q- the wed'Cr, dauding of Miss Letha
ghter of Mr. and :
Aubrey
Wheeler, of Lyrinvil:e, ii J a mes
Mrs.
McAlister son of Mr.
Oliver McAlister, of Wing°. The
pastor, Rev. Charles Nelson, officiated at the impressive ceremony, which was attended by
members of the immediate families, at two o'clock in the after-

—_-

-. ..mair•

Dewey Johnson
All types et Inserasee
SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
°amidst everything,'
US Lake ilt.
Waft Sy.

Moo MS

noon.
For her wedding, the bride chose
a street-length model of white lace
and organdy, fashioned with a
scoop neckline, full, elbow-length
sleeves and gathered skirt. Her
only jewelry was a single strand
of pearls, and her other accessories
were white. A white carnation
corsage completed her ensemble.
The bride's sister Miss Tina
Wheeler, was maid of honor. She
wore beige faille, designed similar
to that of the bride. She chose
white accessories and a white carnation corsage.
Mrs. Wheeler chose for her daughter's wedding a beige rayon
shirt-waist dress, with matching
accessories. Her corsage was of
white-carnations.
The bridegroom's mother wore
powder blue linen with a lacetrimmed bodice. She wore white
accessories, and also had•corsage
of while carnations.
Following the ceremony, the
bride's parents entertained with •
small reception for members of the
wedding party and the families.
Later in the afternoon Mr. and
Mrs. McAlister left for an unannotuund wedding trip.

ssi3
rut farms are
Andnglait Ky.

epair
elevision

• CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan •
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Fulton Board Is Warned
Again;Puss'Is Ended

Many visitors have been in the
community since the last report
from this correspondent. Also several from this community have
matte visits to other places.
The state Board of Education, board already has recognized SumMr. and Mrs. Ralph McKnight apparently acting on out-dated mers as the superintendent and he
and Louellen have returned to reports, last Wednesday stiffened has been serving in that capacity
their home in Knoxville after a its warning against continued since July 1.
visit to relatives here and at Dyer, bickering on the Fulton County
A school board meeting held on
Tenn. Mrs. Lucy Gibbs went home school board, ordering it to appear the night of July 1, was reported
Frankfort
at
in
two
months.
with them for a visit.
to be the most harmonious meetThe board ruled County Supt ing the board has held since the
Mrs. Evelyn Vaughan and Julius
OF
have returned to their home in Robert L. Summers is legally en- consolidation of the Hickman
Warrenburg, Missouri after visit- titled to his office. The Fulton School District with the Fulton
.County District.
ing here and at Paris, Tenn.
For some time the board had
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Wright from
been wangling over the selection
Farmington, Michigan were recent
of a superintendent, and just bevisitors of Mr. and Mrs. Ches Morfore Summers took office, the
rison.
board named Joe C. Ross of Cayce
Mr. and Mrs. Garret Brundige
as superintendent but he declined
from Nashville, Tennessee visited
to accept the position.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige last
Summers had been named some
week Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Balmonths before, and the board
drige from Chicago were also visiWelfare agencies provide some promptly accepted him after Roes
tors of the Brundiges.
services to older people in 116 of wouldn't accept the job.
Mrs. Eula Rogers spent a few Kentucky! 120 counties.
At the state board meeting, Sudays last week in Nashville visitBut only 23 counties have a pub- perintendent of Public Instruction
ing her daughter and family. Virginia and Debbie and Harry lic welfare agency other than the Wendell Butler said Summers had
fiscal court and only seven have complained to him in a letter that
TOP KENTUCKY Midas show top for testi X-lay. OP shim wait- brought her home and spent the
a family agency.
eashile K- weekend.
the board had tried to force his
ing their lure I. ester the State Doleselowst or Heoltmes
Wyatt.
This was reported in the Statist- resignation and that he had been
iley Emit are (frees left) Oev. Best ljemile, IA. Gee.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Weathergeversee's
Yard.
Aitleiont Oemolld &Maw Y. law& and WaNdell
ford and daughters from Paris are ical Journal of the State Depart- threatened with physical violence
elder allmiebtraliv• aseistent. In the foreground is Slate Nurse Margie spending
a few days with Mrs. El- ment of Economic Security, which by a board member if be did not
Payton,
Valley
StaBetabelmber, IL N. Operator hmide eat Is Chester
administers Kentucky's old age as- resign.
nora
Vaughan.
Divon
Health's
Deportment
at
tion. The amit, operated by the State
sistance
program. The report was
In Hickman, Summers said the
Clubs.'
KestmelkY.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Reed and on survey
er Taihereallesis Ointrei. is donated by the Elks
a
requested by the Gov- letter was "old stuff" and that
The Ogle somas urges Komilmskiens is bake advantage ef the free X- Paula and Mrs. Minnie Frank from ernor's Commission
on Aging.
those conditions no longer existed
Ray when the emit vides their esmeseswIli.
Memphis and Fort Worth, Texas
The Journal said:
DEPT. OF!UMW IIKLATIONS Immo
in the board.
visited, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
"It is unlikely tha. z-ny county
He said the Fulton County school
Vaughan Sunday. They had been
MUTT SITILZMINT
to Fort Campbell to visit Guy In Kentucky is blessed with all the squabble seems to have been setThe first permanent white setFrank and family. The Cloy Franks agencies it needs to provide all of tled and we are getting &keg
the types of services needed by just fine."
tlement west of the Allegheny
have a new baby son.
older people . . nevertheless,
The board, at a meeting two
Mountains was made at HarrodsSeveral friends enjoyed a birth- there are some agencies
in every months ago, warned Fulton Counburg. Ky., in 1775.
day
supper
in
the
be
will
meeting
Ches
acuity
first
Morrison
e
county providing some types of ty board members to stop bickerheld Friday Aug. 26, at 9 a. m., in home Saturday night honoring Mr. services to some part of the aged ing immediately.
and
Mrs.
Dale
Cummings.
the Math lkoom of Fulton Illet
The state board repeated the depopulation."
School, according to Supt. W. L.
Mrs. Opal Pounds who has been
Most fiscal court judges carry mend last Wednesday and said it
a patient at the Jones Hospital for out their welfare functions per- expects a full report on the situaHolland.
the past week is improving very sonally in addition to their other tion at its next regular meeting.
The first days of school will be
Watalma. Main awl Thee
Monday. August 29, at 9 a. m. for slowly. She is suffering from a duties as the chief political officer It added, if arguments continue,
Mods Law
Mom of
fall several days ago in which she in the county, the report said. Few the Fulton board will be gumgrades 1-6, and Tuesday, Aug. $0,
Itawalred at Low Owl
was painfully bruised.
have sufficient funds to employ maned to Frankfort before the
at 9 a m., for grades 7-12.
September meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Nix from personnel training in welfare.
All grades will report for a full
Some services are provided oldLouisville,
Ky.
have
been
recent
Wednesday.
Aug.
day's work on
er people by health agencies in 106
31, at the usual time, and the cafe- visitors of his mother, Mrs. Joe
TAKEN TO MEMPHIS
counties In most counties, the
teria will be open for the serving. Croft and Mr. Croft and other
basic public health services are
relatives in the community.
Mrs. Winfrey Shepherd was
Get well wishes to Mrs. Jim provided by a medical officer, taken last Wednesday morning to
nurses
and
consultants on nutri- the Baptist Hospital in Memphis
Brunclige, who has been very sick
at her home the past several days. tion, sanitation and such.
In a Whitnel ambulance.
In recent years a number of
Mr. and Mrs. Clemmie Barber
from St. Louis are visiting rela- county health departments have
RETURN TO WORK
greatly expanded their services to
tives in the community.
older people in providing visiting
A large number of friends from nurses
Archie Martin, a member of the
for the bedridden and in
this community attended the funpilot projects on chronic diseases. Fulton police department, has reeral service for Mrs. Nannie Phil- Special
services to the aging are turned to work, after being in rullips Brann at Fulton last Monday
also provided by hispital or clinic ton Hospital for Several weeks
and the burial at New Hope.
social service departments in 13 with an injured foot
The vacation Bible School at counties. Other specialized health
Try 'NEWS" Classified Ads
New Hope was well attended last agencies—lor heart, cancer. TB,
week.
-mental health, vocational rehabiliA cordial invitation is extended tation—serve older people in some
to everyone to attend the vaca- counties.
Numerous agencies other than
tion Bible School which will be in
connection with the Meeting at welfare and health provide serOak Grove Church of Christ next vices. Both the Federal Social Seweek. There will be classes for curity program and the State Emeveryone from Tots. Adults. Bro- ployment service have district and
ther Alonzo Williams from Padu- local offices. In about a third of
cah will do th, preaching at 7:45 the counties veterans' organizations, women's clubs and civic oreach evening.
essIL
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan, Mrs. ganizations have special projects.
Churches
and related provide low dewy parosstalat""Im
'
Ralph McKnight and Louellen
some of these services in at least
and Easy Terms
visited Mr. and Mrs. Darrel Wright
half the counties, along with the
in Jackson last Tuesday.
Red Cross and Salvation Army.
BENNETT ELECTRIC
The Chestnut Glade Home Demonstration Club will meet in the
home of Mrs. Elnora Vaughan
Thursday, July 21. All visitors are
welcomed. We hope to have our
home agent, Mrs. Jo Larson, to be
with us at this meeting. Plans will
be made for our club picnic and
the county wide picnic.

-RAY uNii

tTMENT OF HEALTil

iNTUCKY

Counties Need
More Services .
For The Aged

Fulton Schools
en On Aug.29
amp..

for Sale

nth TT
Clyde Weed
Street

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Coat
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Ill
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ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
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C

P
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Be Our Guests

Every morning the WFUL"Live-Wire"- with the greatest concentrated Radio Audience, percentage-wise,in the whole Mid-South
- - brings you timely and important news of
this area.

Besides the regular news roundup,WFUL
seeks to serve its listeners in other ways.News
of road conditions, schools, disasters, special
events are provided whenever something of
interest is happening.

Try "NEWS" Classified Ads

MR.FARIIMI I
Save On
FEEDS

Hiram Walker
balky
in a rich, hue bourbon

40% Pork Booster Meal

Be our Guest-- keep up with the Ken-Tenn
Area with the morning live-wire.It's the greatest news service of all.

$4.55 Cwt.
40% Pork Booster Pel-

Pints —

$2.50

lets.

$4.75 Cwt.

Half Pints — $1.30

16% Co-Op Dairy Feed

look for
—they're

ies about
roperty—
tan found
, Jackson
."Mary,"
.. happy
Dm home.

11111
Ivo

On Your AM Dial

WFUL
184.9 On Your FN Band

$3.00 Cwt.
Discount for Quantity
and Bags.
"A Feed for Every
Need"

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON
COOPERATIVE
Felton. Kentishl
Mime 3151
Central Ave.

4

YEARS OLD

Also Available in 5-Year Bottled In Bond
Fifths - $4.75 Pints - $2.95 Half Pints -

$1.50

90 Psoof • Straight Bourbon Whiskey
4 Years Old
HIRAM WALKER It SONS. INC- PEORIA. ILL.

WANTED—Experienced waitress
NOTICE OF SALE
Apply in person. Hazel and John's
OF HOUSE AND LOT
Cafe, 212 South 7th, Mayfield. Ky.
August NI, 111e0 10:00 A. M.
3tp
Pursuant to the authority vestALL KINDS or KEYS made
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (FHTNC)—
while you wait. Forrester's ed in me under the terms and proRalph G. Rudy, seaman, USN, son
visions of the last will and testa- FOR SALE: Farm located 3 miles of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ludy of
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
ment of Ethel Robey, deceased, north of Fulton on black-topped Route 2, Fulton, Ky., is serving
FOR THE athl Lital on Office duly probated and recorded in the road number 576. 41 acres on aboard the attack transport USS
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker. office of the County Court Clerk school, mail and milk routes. Con- Noble operating out of San Diego
See James 0. Butts at The of Obion County, Tennessee. to tact Mrs. R, A. Francis, 1219 Calif.
Co., which reference is here made, I, Jackson, Paducah, Ky. Phone 444Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, the undersigned Executor of her 7329.
Phone 874. We trade for your estate, will offer for sale, and sell
old equipment
to the highest and best bidder for JUNE APPLES. large, $2.50 bucash ON THE PREMISES in South shel. Homer Zopf, Dukedom HighMAYTAG WASHERS, standard Fulton, Tennessee, on August 20, way near Oak
Grove Church of
and automatic models, $130.95 1960, at 10 o'clock a. m., the folChrist.
and up. Sales and service. lowing described house and lot:
The First Methodist church at
Bennett Electric, Pitons 301.
Located at 703 East State Line
Union City formed a beautiful setStreet, South Felton, Tennessee,
ting Sunday afternoon at four
FOR PIPELINE MILKERS and
and beginning at a point 51 feet
WE RENT - —
when Miss Dianne Robinson. daubulk tanks, see Southern States
west et the intersection it Craig
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lock
Fulton Co-Operative, Central AveStreet and State Line Sheet,
Robinson of Union City, became
Hospital beds
nue, South Fulton. Phone Stle.
rune thence west with the seetli
the bride of Robert Elliot Cursey,
Baby
beds
saargin et State Line Street 45
SEPTIC tank pumping: call C. D.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas FletRo11-away beds
feet In a stake; thane. meant 106
Thurman. Fulton, at 1379 before
cher Cursey of Fulton.
feet ter a stake; thence end 41
7: am or after 4: (Saturday and
Vacuum Cleaners
The Rev. James D. Jenkins offeet le a stake; thence north Ill
Sunday, any hour.)
nested at the impressive double
Floor
polishers
test In the point or place of the
ring ceremony before an altar
MIMS OAK TIMBER WARMED
beginning: and being tbe manse
graced with brass vases filled with
steadies
—We buy vibe oak
property as that esaveyed Os
WADE FURN. CO. white stock and white carnations
timber. emote= look mates
Ethel Itehey by H. H. Puckett et
Phone
Fulton, Ky. and flanked by brass candelabra
stave and kaaNag butts. Cenale by deed dated Downier 1.
holding slender white tapers.
tact ses ter piss and spesidise1953. and reseeded In Beek 12-T.
Mrs. Robert Cultra, organist,
dem I.. C. Vag* Bawer TeL
Page 111, be the Regietert Wks
11-27111 Melia, Term. C. A.
played "Romance" (Rubenstein),
it Ohba Oenaly. TOMMenlell, In
"M elodl e"
lAwk. Irepar TOL Chapel 7(Rachnianineff),
whisk referent* is here made.
10)1
"Theme from Concerto" (RachKY.
Ws property is known as the
manksett) and "10th Variation
Mel Rehey Beamplsee and
TV ANTONIA& We leweile—
trona Rhapsody on a Theme of
was the same as that in wbish
trade—repair and move. Clei
Penesinr (Rachmaninoff). Mrs.
she lived at the Haas it her
sec prima. We eirries an makes
Marion Rotting, sang "At DawnTV.Phaseat
Odes Cl ing" (Cadman) and "Calm as the
The gingerly will be Sin web- Alone TO AIM
Night"(Bohm).
I'1: Mims seading ase- iset teal taxes le Imi
VOA
annesed
(Complete
stock)
dine and monde Beer
The bride; given in marriage by
against it for the year .1 1160, and Good
selection of records her father, was lovely in a chapel
and elestrie seensea chew an abstract of title will be
preon LP and 45 rpm
eas. lboshanne Piastitnre CO. vided the purchaser.
length gown of French illusion
Nall
orders—Soecial orders lace fashioned with a fitted bodice
TOM
E.AM,
NOW is the gline le get your
having a Sabrina neckline &pollExecuter of the Estate of Ethel
and Adding Mae*obey, Deceased
Z
iifti
Ove:thaubed. See Cane
Peeples, Service Manager ad
The Harvey Calclegell Company, DRIVE-IN Oftice OutFREE PARKING!
fitters, Phone 674.

CLASSIFIED ADS

SERVICE NOTES

les

Robinson -Cursey
Wedding Sunday

103

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fl

qued with irridescent sequins and
seed pearls, gauntlet sleeves with
a seed pearl trim and bouffant
tiered skirt. Her veil of illusion
lace was attached to a tiara of
seed pearls and she carried a white
prayer book overlaid with a pure
white orchid and showered with
lacy satin ribbon tied with stepanotis.
Miss Caroline Robinson. was her
sister's maid of honor and only
attendant.
Jerry Cursey of Fulton was his
brother's best man. Ushers were
Billy Don Cherry of Fulton and
Bob Chambers.
Immediately following the ceremony the couple left on a Southern wedding trip, the bride wearing • belted sheath of grey and
white checks designed with a low
V neckline worn with a matching
jacket having brief sleeves and
portrait neckline with flat bow
In front. She completed her costume with a small black straw hat
with circular veil and black patent
accessories.
On Utah return the couple plan
to live in Union City where the
bridegroom In a laboratory and
X-ray technician at the Union City
clink.

Thomas - Ford
Wedding Solemnized
Of interest to many friends In
the Fulton area is the announcement of the nuirrtege of Mrs. La
Verne Thomas,formerly at Fulton.
and Edmond Ford of Flint, Michigan. The marriage was solemnized
on Saturday, the second of July,
nineteen hundred and sixty at four
o'clock in the afternoon. The wed-

ding was at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Roe Sanford in Detroit, Michigan.
For her wedding the bride wore
an afternoon frock of bluebell blue
Imported embroidered batiste. The
border design of the material
edged the very bouffant skirt. The
bodice was designed with a deep
oval neckline and brief sleeves. A
cummerbund matching the blue of
the
embroidery encircled her
waist. Her shoes matched her
dress and she wore a blue veilcap ornamented with tiny velvet
bows. Her other accessories were
white and she wore a white orchid
corsage.
Mrs. Sanford was the bride's
only attendant. She wore a sheath
dress of champagne embroidered
linen with brown accessories and
hat and a corsage of brown cymbidium orchids. Mr. Sanford Served as the best man.
Following a wedding trip to the
Great Lake region Mr. and Mrs.
Ford will make their home. Ford
is an engineer with Fisher Body.

Miss Shelton Weds
David Fayne Crass

the bridegroom's cousin, Larry Joe
Crass, of Water Valley.
The bride was becomingly attired In a street-length dress of
white lace over taffeta. She wore
a white satin headband encrusted
with seed pearls, to which was attached a shoulder-length veil of
(Conthmed from Page

18 YEARS—
Tennessee Pardons and Paroles
Board, says a Tennessee mental
health team has also given Lippard a good report.
But at least 50 people were expected to appear in opposition to
the parole bid when the Pardons
and Paroles Board meets at Fort
Pillow Prison not far from where
the shootings occurred.
A. W. Roddy Jr., Lippard's brother-in-law, is a leader in the
fight to keep Llppard in jail. "My
mother," says Roddy. "was afraid
of him $ years ago and she's afraid
of him today."

Adams Home Badly
Damaged By Fire
The home of Mr. and Mrs. James
Adam,at Fourth Street was badly
damaged by tire Menday night
about 9:15. The fire which started
while the Adams family was away
from home is believed to have
been caused by defective wiring in
the vicinity of the kitchen.

In • quiet ceremony read Sunday afternoon, July 17, at two o'clock at the Wingo Methodist
Chuich. Miss Ercyleen Shelton,
daughter of Kr. and Mrs. Chester
Shelton, Route 1, Wings, became
the bride of David Fayne Crass,
son of Mr. end Mrs. Fayne Crass,
Route 2, Water Villry. The minis.
Both Fulton fire trucks were
tar, the Rev. B. A. Bowden, offic- called out to fight
the the.
iated, using the White Bible which
belonged to the bride.
Only a small amount of furniture
Attending the couple were Miss and clothing was taken from the
Brenda Joyce Byrn. of Wing°. and house.

Fulton, Kentucky

LAKE STRUT
LIQUOR STORE
For The
Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

BEST
and
USED FURNITURE

FARM LOANS

buy it at

FARM INSURANCE

Real Estate in Fulton
— see —
CHARLES W.BURROW
Phone el

309 Walnut

c'arm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans
—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times

HOT? SEE WADE

All kinds

—

— Crops, buildings,
vehicles. etc. —

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor
208 Main St

Phone

DON'T MOVE WM1OUT
CALLING comacr

20 INCH - 3 SPEED

555 FULTON, KY.

WINDOW FANS

CHapel 7-1833

ONLY - - $28.50

Wade Furnittre Co.
Lake Si.

Fulton, Ky.

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
HALLMARK sreethri Cuts
RYTEX "Personalized"

MAYFLELD, KY.

GILLUM
I TRANSFER CO.
HAVE FREEZER
WILL SELL
20 CU.FOOT CHEST
OR UPRIGHT $278.88

Scott's Floral Shoppe Wade Furniture Co.
Fulton

Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
MI% DOWN. 30% In 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MO!6THS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

Wick Smith Agency
CALL $2 — 100

LB. 5k

NEW FLOORING
SEE WADE

Hickory Smoked Country Ham

LB.

4k

SWIFT PREMIUM

BOLOGNA All Meat

LB.

4k

BOILED HAM 2 60z.Pkgs. $1.10

ALPINE PLAIN OR SELF-RISING

FLOUR 5 lbs. 49c
AMERICAN ACE INSTANT

BLUE PLATE

CRTN. PLUS DEPOSIT

6 Oz.Jar 1k
VINEGARGAL. 3k
MERIT SOLS

Mayonnaise W. -4k
suNswErr
Prune Juice at. 47c

R.
C.Colas - - - 2k
ROBERTS VANILLA
Waffers 1 1/4 Lb. 2k
HEINZ-or-LIBBY -

f
is
FenTi

STRA

OLEO 1-lb. 1.21; Baby Food
CREMES Lb.Bag

SUNSHINE KRISPY

- 43c

JUMBO
HEADS

RALPH'S U-TOTE-EM
Coupon Good For

Wade Furniture Co.

Only 99c With Coupon

4 Pc. Set of Misty Pine
Dinnerware

TOMATOES - - Lb. 15c
LIBBY'S WHOLE
Baby Okra 210 oz Pkgs. 39c

RALPH'S U-TOTE-EM
Coupon Good For

50 FLEE -

- -ST

ith the Purchase of 1
Lg. Pkg. Of

COLONIAL BUNS

CRACKERS - - Lb. Box 29c

2 for 29c

FREE — 50 - TV - STAMPS - WITH - $1.00 PRODUCE - PURCHASE
HOME - GROWN
HOME - GROWN —

EAR-CORN - - - 3For 10c
LIBBY'S FROZEN
Strawberries 2 10oz. Pkgs. 49c

10
Jars 976

FLAVOR KIST GRAHAM

CRACKERS - - Lb. Box 29c

LETTUCE

tife Toward The Purchase Of

Fulton, Ky.

GROUND BEEF

ALL MEAT

VINYAL PLASTIC
$1.10 PER SQ. YARD
Lake St.

RALPH'S U-TOTE-EM
COUPON GOOD FOR lee FREE
sTAMPS WITH THE PURCHASE
OF ONE
Aremmarivira...

6k
SWISS STEAK
REEL FOOT 10 TO 12 LB. AVG.SHANKS WHOLE
SMOKED HAMS
LB. 4k

NABISCO OREO

Stationery

Phone 20-J

I

OUPON GOOD FOR se FREE
STAMPS WITH THE PURCHASE

LB.

SWIFT PREMIUM
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39C

lb. 59

SWIFT PREMIUM SHOULDER

—
When it s

SWIFT
PREMIUM
BLADE
CUT - LB.

RALPH'S U-TOTE-EM

ROAST SHOULDER

Furniture Company
Fulton

B°ELESS
CHUCK

SSVIFT PREMIUM

Long Terms-Easy Payments

EXCHANGE
Church Street

u.sr0irs-CM

lb.49
'
&WE

thorc
way'
cury
time
ton's

FREE - -. 1/2 DOZ.LEMONS
WITH THE PURCHASE OF TETLEY
TEA 1/2 LB.TEA BAGS 12d.OR 411ct

CHUCK ROAST

CLEANEST

olio)

STRIETMAN - CUSTARD

PUFFS - - - 12 1/2 Oz.
BOOTH'S BREADED
SHRIMP 10 Oz. Pkg. - -

RALPH'S U-TOTE-EM
Coupon Good For

FREE- - -ST

With the Purchase of One

'UZ-ITALLBROO

RALPH'S U-TOTE-EM
Coupon Good For

39c
55c

FREE
- -STAMPS
With the
Purchase
Of One 14 1-2 Oz.

Sara Lee Coffee Cake
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